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Sanford W. Wilson, class of '48 

speaks from experience when he says.. . 
"U. So Steel offers a great combination- 

opportunity, security and an interesting job" 

MR WILSON was interviewed by U.S Steel 
representative9 in March of 1948 After 

receiving his B.S. in Chemical Engineering 
in June, he chose his US. Steel offer over 
several other iob offers and began working 
at the huge Gary Works as a Foreman 
Relief Trainee. He gained experience in 
the Blast Furnace Department and in the 
front office learning the busineqs end as 
well. In November of 1954 Mr. Wilson was 
made assistant to the superintendent of 
blast furnaces at  Gary. His duties now in- 
clude developing data for control of pro- 
duction, quality of materials, costs, and 
making technical reports. In addition, he 
directs the activities of Technological Co- 
ordinators and part of the training of 
management trainees. 

areas-opportunity, security and an inter- 
esting job. 

He says, "Opportunity is unlimited at 
U S Steel and openings for advancement 
are frequent." In addition, Mr. Wilson 
feels that US.  Steel affords a secure future 
because of the basic nature of the steel in- 
dustry and the constant need for engineering 
talent. But most important, Mr. Wilson is 
deeply interested in his job because he 
knows he is really playing a vital role in a 
vital business. And he says. "The steel in- 

changing Talk to anyone who has been in 
the steel industry for any time and he will 
tell you that steel has gotten into his blood " 

If you are interested in a challenging and 
rewarding career with United States Steel 
and feel that you can qualify, you can ob- 
tain further information from your college 
placement director Or we will g l ~ ~ d l y  send 
you our informative booklet, "Patl~s of 
Opportunity," upon reque-t <Just write to 
United States Steel Corporation, Personnel 
Division, Room 1622, 525 William Penn 

dustry has many facets ind is constantly Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It's a full-hour 'I'v PrOmaI?l 
presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult your local 
newspaper for time and station. 

~ r r w i l s o n  is naturally pleased with his 
progress at  U.S. Steel and he feels that 
US. Steel offers qualified and ambitious 
engineers the very best in three important A T E S  S T E E L  
AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL & W I R E  and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL. .  GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 
OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAi & IRON* ...* W,lTED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY .  division^ of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITE0  5TATES STEEL HOMES, INC. - UNION SUPPLY COMPANY UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 



GM Positions Now Available 
in These Fields: 

OPEN DOORS 

FOR 

ENGiNEERS 

NOW nmrc than mer, our nation needs engi~leers in 

top 1~1~1icy-maI~ing positions, 

That's ~ 1 1 a t  Alfred I? S1oan7 Jr. 1.me1it1y told the 
An~erica~i Ii~stit~lte of Coi~sul t i~~g L ' n  g' ~neers. 

The Chairi11a~1 of the 13oard of General Motors said, 
'*We neeil the respect that the engineer bas for basic 
facts. \Ve neeti 1~ib a11alytica1 frame of mind. We 
need Iijs jinagir~atio~~. h e  11ecd his co~~tac t  with inter- 
pretation d11d (:o~~trol of the physical forces. 

'*S~~cl i  is the type of (iiscipli~~e, as I see it, that is 
sure to cr)~~tril)ute to a n ~ a x i i ~ ~ i ~ i n  degree of order 
and sense ~ I I  o11r coii1~1ic;ated econonly - and pro- 
mote the 11est and inost eficient use of our natio~lal 
resources, ljotli I lun~a~l  and 111ateria1." 

Of coursey t11ese words - so typical of (;XI'S entire 
outlor>k - foretell great i11ir1.g~ for engineers in the 
C O I I I I ~ I - ~  at large. But even more, they explain why 
career opp{~rti~nities for good me11 are $0 exceptional 
here at General Mo~ors. 

We ii~vite yo11 to write for T h e  College Graduate 
a ~ ~ d  Ge11era1 Motors," a hooklet that should 
ellcourage j ou to bee the CM College Ilepresei~tative 
wheu he j i b i t 3  your csampub. 



B N T O  THE 

SUCC~SS= F 

OR&D OF S V L V A N B A  

There's little doubt about the fact that rubbing sho i~ lde r~  with success, early in your career, ie 
one of the best ways to assure your own long-range .wccess. 

YouX find this es~)ccialIy true at Sylvania, where, in one company, so many of the poeitive factors 
essential to erzgine~ring achievement are combined in full measure: 

DlVERSfTY- Sylvania's 9 divisions developing 
and manufacturing products ranginq from tele- 
vision sets to fluorescent lamps, from electronic 
devices to fuel elements for nuclear reactors, pro- 
vide the breadth o f  experience fo help direct you 
into the work you most prefer i n  our organization. 

G R O W T H  A N D  E X P A N S I O N  - In the 
post 6 years alone, our sales have tripled, our 
engineeging staff has doubled to keep pace with 
the demand for Sylvania products. And, we are 

expanding our activities i n  ihe field of atomic 
energy and new oreas of electronics. 

STABILITY - Founded in 1901, Sylvania has 
grown into an organization o f  45 plant$ and 11 
laboratories i n  11 states. In  addition to the develop- 
ment and manufacture of our own Sylvania con- 
sumer products, we are olso privileged to provide 
elements and parts that are the heart of hundreds 
o f  industrial and consumer products o f  other manu- 
facturers, which adds to our characteristic stability. 

An aggresfii~e. forward-looking company with a41 the ~ 1 t - i ~ ~  and vigor of youth . . . W ~ O W  average 
executiv~ iige is c 1 ~ 1  y 45 . . . SyIvanja pan provide the environment of succes9 and encot~ragement 
thai will !1(,1p you 111zil(I a !~ighIy satisfying professional future. 

For detailed information, see your CoIIege Placement Ofice, or send for oilr comprek~cnsive bra. 
chure, "'roclay and Tomorrow with Sylvania." by writing to St~pervisor of Tecl~nical Employment. 

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 1740 Broadway, New lrork 19. N. Y. 
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I N  T H I S  I S S U E  

On our covet this n ~ o n t i ~  is L \ i e ~  of 
tht! unisrrbe frvm the 200 inch Palomar 
t : l e s c o ~ t t ! - - ~ h v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ,  q~cc ihca l l j ,  ,.i ~ 1 ~ 5 -  

ter of ncbulat: ill Coriiriiz Bvrcu1i.s. 
iil~out 1% n~i t l~o i i  light-j-cars :IM f r v n ~  
11% 

' ~ I J  g k e  juu 'I 11eiter idea of IIO\Y fa1 
a!\ay illis really is, it n ~ i g h i  be tp-~plairi- 
t-11 that .l ligtjt-)car is thc disianc<x 
light trmels in  out: )-ear, SL the rat+ 
i ~ f  1863000 rniJct a xcond.  

"Views of ihc Lini\c:rsf!," thc article 
on p t~ge  9 of ihis i s ~ u c ,  tb.as originall) 
prt:atmtei$ as a radio talk-in a series 
of such lt~cturcs g k e n  ro cojnn1eInorate 
(;vIurnbia [J ni,\-ersitfs tjice~iter~niat 
yt:n-l)y- Dr. IT. I-'. R o l ~ t i t s o ~ ~ .  

Dr. l t v t ~ e r i ~ v i ~ ,  l 3 i e c h  I ~ r o f e ~ s o r  of 
Mathenlatical l'hj5ii:s sirlct: i> 
I IO~% 011 k a w  fro111 the l i~st i tutc to act 
<IS Scientific A t i ~ i ~ o r  to h e  Supreme 
4llieti Cvmsnander ilk Europe. His -,*.ark 
i j ~  ihe field of ~naihcii13ticd ph)*ics ha: 
11ccn largely dt,~ot<:ij to ;he E i ~ i > t t : i ~ ~  
11wory or ~ c . l d t i ~ i i > .  m d  ht 11~~5 ~I ' I J ' :  

inlpvrtznt t :o i~ t~ ik~u~ivn:~  10 c o ~ ~ ~ l o ~ ~  
< ~ n d  thc fl~t:or> 111e t:xpmding m i .  
\t:r$<!. tiis articlt. "11 ~ ~ a g ~  Y~ d w u t  0111 

nir~dt-rn \ i*:fib of ~ h c  unhcr>e. itlight 
!%c*l) ~ J C !  :llbtit!<>tj. ' ~ ~ ' ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 1 1 i t ~ o ~ ~  for i11t: 
f ~ I I I I I ~ I I  Rediier.'' 

PICTURE CREDITS 
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~ J i ~ l i l i ~ h e d  inu~it t~ly,  0ctoj)er throug11 June,  :ti the C c ~ l i f o r ~ i i ~  I n s i t u ~ e  of '.~'ech- 
i~vlogj ,  1201 Ea5t (hliivrnia St.. P3$adcna 3$  Calif., for r t ~ t :  urid:rgraduaic!;, 
gr:idua~L students and h r n n i  of iht? I r ~ ~ t ~ t u t e ,  -4nnual subsi:riptio~~ $3.50, 
-ingle {:o~~ie: 50 cents, Entered 43 second clas? r ~ i a t t ~ ~  .3t [he 130st 0fIic:c a t  
I',%s(lena: (Xifvinia,  011 Sep~eznber 6 ,  1939, i~iidt'r act of hIarch 3, 1879, 
411 P t j t ~ l i ~ l ~ e r ' s  Riglit 5 Rt:serred. R{<prt~iju~:iion (if I ~ J I C I ~ ~ I  co~i~din~bli l ~ ~ r ~ i ~ l  
f(114)i1iden ~ , ~ i t h ~ ~ i t  t\ritieii i~ithor~zation. h4~r1115~1ipis anti :zll other editvri:~l 
(:or1 P~~~i1~1dt'~llX st1011ltJ addl e>5ed [CJ: E d ~ r c r ,  ~ii$itic~c7iing und it:rtt,+:: 
C.di f<~~-ni '~  I t i=t~tutc of '1 cdinc11og>. 



of t h ~  V. S. Geological Sursey 4nce 
1937. hc ioineci the C altw h faculty in 
19W~ 

Dr. Jahnq. Lr~owled~e  of gem? iq an 
outgrowth of hi< stucliec of pegmatite 
dep03itc-in \\hi( h rnanv gem n ~ i n e r a k  
occur, %me (jf thew mineral6 form 
the (,lb)~eqt aplmacheq in nature to pet- 
fect cry~tal*. a d  their qtudy t11rowk 
much light on the general prot)lem of 
r r y d  growth. 

Dr. Jal~ns' intere\t i n  gem- i q   harp- 
rned eomewhat hy the fact that hie 
wife i* concernrrl with a different facet 
of the %llhjec t. 

Strirtly 1 ) e t ~ e e n  uq- <he windy up 
with moqt of the work material. 

Norman R. Davidson, author of '.Micro- 
wrond ( hemi-try" on page 28, iq AS- 
qoriate l ' rofe~wr of ('hemistry at (a ] -  
terh. Dr. Datidqon haq heen a memher 
of the far~ll ty here 6nce 1946, and hi< 
major recearch project at Caltech ha4 
heen the work he de~crihe-  in hiq 
article-~n%eqtigationc of the ra tw of 
\pry fwt  rhemi(a1 reaction$. Dr. David- 
~ I I  haq dcsne '1 good deal of pioneering 
norL i r ~  rle~eloping t e c h n i q ~ ~ w  to ini- 

aeronautics 
astronomy 
biology 
business 
chemistry 
economics 
electronics 
engineering 
g e o l o g ~  
manasemenf 
mathematics 
mechanics 
metallurgy 
meteorology 
mineralogy 
nucleonics 
petroleum 
physics 
plastics 
statistics 

tiate and 4 1 d y  th+e reaction*-tthich 
ie one good reawn he waq (hosen the 
1954 recipient of the ( aliforrjia Section 
i ~ a r d  of the imeriran (dhemical So- 
ciety last year. 

science writers-where are YOII? 
Last cpring E&S launched a conte-t 

which we t h o ~ ~ g b t  was gua~anteed tn 
tllwh out science w~i te rs  from all COT- 

ners of the chltech campus. 
We rou1dn.t have heen nlronger. 
On Vay 1. 1954 we yent out t h ~  f ir4 

call for article- to he  whmitted in our 
Science Writing C'onteqt. T h e ~ e  article<. 
we explained, ~ho111cI he based or1 wme 
p h x e  of scientific or engineering IP-  

search. or some indi\idual. connerted 
with Laltech. They should run no Ie- 
than 1,000 wordc and no more than 
5.000. They qhodd be typed, do111)le 
,paced. 7ht.y 41o11ld he t t~rned in to 
the E&S office hy May 1, 1955. 

411 article? q~ihrnitted in thi- conteet 
mould be sent, after May 1, 1955. to an 
impartial board of jt1dge9-the editor- 
of Sr ien t i f i~  14mericnn-who would w- 
lect the winning article, and a r ~ ~ n n f ~ r -  
I I ~ .  The winner would receive, from 

MS. a check for $100: thf runner-up 
mo111d pick I I ~  . W J .  

E&S wo111d. of courw, print the two 
prize-winning 4irticles. It wo11l(1 a l w  
print an? of thia other entries which it 
found 3uitable. i t  would pay for these 
at  the rate of ahout a rent  a word. 

Well. t h k  ic what ~ $ 1 ~  &aid l a ~ t  q r i n g  
-and then -at hack to wait for thc 
del~~gt,. To qay that. to date, the reuultc 
tta%e heen dicappointing would he the 
height of underktatemt~r~t. 

Thi- conte*t ha3 ahout four more 
month3 to run. Wq.d like to hear from 
anyone <till p i a n n i i ~ ~  to +uk~mit an 
entry: come in or call i n  to the E&S 
office and let uq k n o ~  what you-re 
mocking on and %hen we can wpect  to 
we it. 

Frankly. ~ ~ n l e w  we h m e  a laqt-minute 
rwh.  the handful of writers whoqe 
article< are alreadv in are going to 
pick up some very eaqy money. 

Of ro11r-e, we may he wrong in a+  
wming that ( + a l t e ~ h  u n d e r g r a d ~ ~ a t e ~  
and graduate q t ~ l d e r ~ t ~  are intereqted in 
money. 

Or writing. 
01, while we're at it-wience? 

rnechamics 
Driggs, I. H., G A S  'ITsRHINES FOR 
AIRCRAFT (Ronald. $10) 

All technical books are available at 

VROMAN'S 
Technical Book Division 

695 E. Colorado St., Pasadena 
SY. 3-1 171 RY. 1-6669 
Industrial Discount Write for 
Inquiries Welcomed Free Catalog 

Facuhy Members Only 
Up to 30Â°/ Off on Auto Insurance 

We can obtain insurance for faculty mem- 
bers at preferred rates in large nation-wide 
company. Standard provisions in policy. 

call or write 
F. G. JOHNS at PACIFIC UNDERWRITERS, INC. 
1250 Wilshire Blvd., 1. A. 1'7 MAdison 6-5576 
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Now.. .as  in 1896.. . 
there's always room for ambition at Westinghouse 

George Westinghouse was the first recruiter of engineering 
college graduates . . . first to realize that ambitious young 
men, with the vision, drive and spontaneous enthusiasm 
of youth were the backbone of American industry. 

Going further than recruiting, Westinghouse has led in 
developing programs for training and helping young 
engineers to reach their goals. Its famous Graduate 
Student Program first shows them the many opportunities 
open to them at Westinghouse, and then helps them take 
advantage of the one they choose. Its million-dollar Edu- 
cational Center is the most advanced in industry. 

Is it any wonder that much of the success of Westinghouse 
has been due to engineers who came as graduate stu- 

dents and later directed the Company's efforts. 
Here's an example of Westinghouse leadership. The 

young engineer at the right is looking at the land-based 
prototype for our country's first atomic submarine engine 
. . . designed and built by Westinghouse. . . working with 
the Atomic Energy Commission and the U. S. Nav?. 

There can be a great future for you at Westinghouse. For 
professional development, Westinghouse offers its Gradu- 
ate Study Program, available at 19 universities from coast 
to coast, and leading to Master's and Ph.D. degrees . . . 
plus other programs tailored to fit your needs and desires. 

Yes, there's always room for ambitious men at West- 
inghouse . . . and we help them reach their goals. G-10284 

Ask your Placement Officer about career oppor- 
tunities at Westinghouse, or write for these two 

YOU CAN BE SUREÃ IF ITS booklets: Continued Education in Westinghouse 
(describing our Graduate Study Program) 

stinghouse and Write: Finding Mr. S. F O U ~  H. Plac~ Harrison. in Industry. Regional Educa- 
tiondl Co-ordinator, \Vestinghouse Electric 
C;orporation, 410 Bush St., San Francisco, Calif. 

FEBRUARY, 1955 



N E M I S S I L E  S Y S T E M S  

The technology of guided missiles poses increasingly complex 

problems in virtually every field of science. 

To provide physicists and engineers with the most modern 

facilities for meeting those problems, Lockheed 

~ i s s i l e  Systems Division lias begun construction on a 

laboratory for advanced research-first step 

in a $1~~000,000 research laboratory program. 

ScItedu1ed for occupation in early fall of 1955, it will aug~nent 

existing Missile Systems Division facilities. 

Individuals able to make significant contributions to the technology 
of guided missiles are invited to contact their placement officer or write us. 

M I S S I L E  S Y S T E M S  D I V I S I O N  

research and rngineer ing staff 

L O C K H E E D  A I R C R A F T  C O R P O R A T I O N  * V 1 N  N U Y S  * C A L I F O R N I A  
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brand 

new 

world 

As a major step in its pace-setting program of 

advance plxr~ning, T h e  Glenn L. Martin Company 

has  e x p a n d e d  its opera t ions  i n t o  t h e  f ie ld  o f  

nuclear power. 

This means that  it top team of scientists, physi- 

cists and  crigiricers is being integrateti unck'r the 

Martin method to carry on a planned, long-range 

program in this tremendous new ccienre. 

'I lierc are exceptional opportunities for creative 

engineers. 

H A H T Ã ˆ f  Q 
B A L T I M O R E  M A R Y L A N D  0 
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Volume XVIII E N G I N E E R I N G  A N D  S C I E N C E  February, 1955 

V I E W S  O F  T H E  U N I V E R S E  

Man has been led to various views of the universe at 

various times in his history. Here's how he sees it today. 

by H. P. ROBERTSON 

PEHHAPS the ( i ratect  and tire moit  u~ i iv t r sa l  of a l l  
the problems which have intrigued the- mind of 

man a re  those ~ h i c h  deal \\it11 hi? owii place in  the 
rtOrld in \%hit-h he lives. But before he can even forniu- 
late then! prol~lcins. before lie can set hirnself out as  
ronxtliing apart  f rom the rest of the world and  inquire 
about his relatioris to it, he mu;t construct ronie picture 
or model o r  theory of {he uiiivi-T::: as  a vvhole. He p nu st. 

I the learned jtirgon i\hich he lias imented to help keel.) 
his thoughts in ordvr. develop ;I { ; i ) ~ i i t o l ~ .  

He nia) wisli. lio\sever. at tinieir to go \>t!jotiii a mere 
dt~;-crijitioii of his- iiiii\errc and apt!culatv o Ã  its- inner 
nature, o r  its pur j~ose ,  o r  iti- origins; that is, again in  
the learned jargon. he may supplement hi? Cosmology 
bMih an Ontology, or  a Teleology: or a i:o.sr~togony. 

The \ie\ta of the unkerse  to which man ha> l)et>ii led 
at various tirnes in his histor) h a \ e  i ~ i ~ a r i a b l y  reflected 
the en\ironment in tthich he  belonged. Thus. one finds 
among the ancient peoples of India a p r i m i t h e  coa- 
rnofogy built out of ohjccts a i d  concepts common to 
their e \eryda? experience; the Earth was pictured a? a 
huge tiat tea tray. su j~pur ted  un tllf back.. of ihret! r i t -  
phants. ~ h o .  in turn, :tooti on tht: -lie11 of an eiiorninua 
tortoi-r. Their co>niogioii).. on tlie oilier hand. : ~ ( ~ i i i o  not 

to h a i e  developed to (lie point of inyuiringaabuul the 
origi.11 of tlie tortoise! 

Again, the ancient Greeks; influenced by the Arir- 
totelian d o p a  of ihe perfectiuti of circle: and >j~licres, 
considered the Earth ds  a solid sphere surrounded Ly 
the Moon. the S u n ,  a d  the planets. trawl in^ iri orbits 
built out of perfect circles. The  whole sjstcni was con- 
tained inside' a heavenly sphere. upon which the stars 
were fixed, and which rotated dail) iiLout its- center 
i\ ithin the Earth. 

Our modern liett.. 1-11 the universt! a re  iio Iu5s a pro- 
duct of the age in which we find ourselves. ail age which 
har  seen the de\eIoj)iiient of science into a creed which 
permeates our  ever) waj  of life. A n d  because 1 intend 
to emphasize those aspects which fall  within the sphere 
of science. my accuunt will deal with those more philo- 
zophiral aspects of inner nature 1)r piirpose or  origins 
mentioned in my opening remarks. 

I shall. in short. deal u i th  those tiews of tlie universe 
to \\hi& we h a \ e  attained hy the scientific method of 
alternating ub?eivations and hypotheses-by peering into 
the heavens \\ ith the aid of thore technological devices. 
tic11 as the telescope and the spectroscope. which in- 
creasiiig t~r~(icrttaiiding of the law: of nature has- enabled 
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us to build. and hy orderina; what n e  there see in ac- 
cordance with those l a w  which have pioven -ucw--;fu! 
in ordering our  more limited earthly experience. 

The  object'- ui th  d i i c h  I shall deal start with the 
Earth and its imniediate companions in the Solar  System. 
From them I go rapidly to the stars which make u p  our 
o u n  VIilky Wa! uptern. of which the Sun  i n  but a n  
uridistingui~hed member arnong the hundreds of thou- 
sands of millions of star's in the galaxy. And finally. I 
want to take you-in the mind's eye only-out across 
the enormous reaches of spare to tho-c other inland mi- 
verses. the p e a t  nebulae. many of which a re  similar 
in -i7e and  structure to our  own. separated from each 
other by distance" so great that light. which takes only 
eip;ht minutes to travel f rom the Sun to  us. takes millions 
of !ears to pass from one nebula to another. 

Throughout the most of tinman history the Earth. that 
w m i n g l y  solid platform to which we a r e  as vet confined. 

10 

F i s i b l ~  to the naked ("ye 
as a dim. hazy spot in 
the .word of Orion. t h e  
Great Nebula Mrssier 
$2 i\ more than 1.000 
lishf y(wr.5 away from us. 
l t  in>ighs 1.000 times as 
much as the sun. and ron- 

aivtf of guy and dust il- 
luminated hv rerv hot 
star?. 

was regarded a s  the center of the iinherse. The Coper- 
nican revolution in astronomical thought. barel l  four  
hundred years ago. first effectively replaced the Farth 
h\  the more stable Sun as  the pivotal point about which 
all  el*? moved. This  change of vit~w *as in itself no t  
nearly as  significant a s  its conneqliencen. fo r  within the 
following century it lcd. through the obnervation and 
theories of Tycho Brahe. of Kepler and of Galileo. to 
the crowning achieiemerit of the new dawn of science, 
the mechanics and the theoiy of gravitation of the in- 
comparable S i r  Iqaac Newton. Here. fo r  the firqt time. 
men saw in the uniformities of the heavenly motions 
the workings of the simple laws of nature. which govern- 
ed the motions of the planets in their orbits as sureh  
and as  impartially as  thev did the fall  of little green 
apples from the tree. , 

But with this extension of physical law from the 
terrestrial to the celestial realm. the Sun. as  well as the 
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Earth. was destined to lose its claim to occupying the distance has, within the past two years. been upped from 
central position in the universe. Already in the seven- 
teenth century there were those. like Thomas Digges and 
Giordano Bruno, who envisioned an infinite universe 
more or less uniformly populated by stars. stars which 
might even be accompanied by lesser bodies like the 
Earth and the other planets, which loomed so important- 
ly in the earlier cosmologies. 

A limited system 

But this too simple picture was. in turn. destined to 
give way before the advancing front of observation. 
made possible by the development of the telescope from 
the pun) tubes of Galileo to the mighty reflectors now 
studded over the face of the Larth. What these revealed 
to us was that while the Sun was indeed but a member 
of that system of star- which made up the Milky Way. 
this. system was itself a strictly limited one-although 
one coiisisting of hundreds of trillions of stars. and ao 
vast]) extended that light would take a hundred thou- 
sand !ears to cross from one edge of it to the other. 

This myriad of stars was found to be arranged like a 
great lens. with the Sun near the central pane but about 
half-way from the center to one side. From our vantage 
point on the Earth the stars then seem to be spread out 
like a great veil wound around the sky. And as we study 
it. guided again by Newton's laws. we see in the galaxy 
a universe of stars rotating slowly ahout its center. but 
so vast in extension that the "Cosmic Year" required for 
one revolution of the &)stem is a hundred million times 
that year in which the Earth resolves about the Sun. 

Is this. then. the universe? If 50. we can placv it? 
center at that point. some tens of thousand5 of light- 
years; from us in the direction of the constellation Sagit- 
tarius. about which the galaxy rotates. (And here. in 
measuring the vast distances with which we are forced 
to deal. I have used the astronomers;' most expressive 
unit of distance. the light-year-that is, the distance 
light travels in one of our terrestrial years.) 

The most striking feature of this galaxy of ours is its 
myriad of stars. which modern observations allow us to 
infer is moving in a stately procession about its center. 
But the telescope reveals that among these stars are other 
types of objects-compact clusterfc of stars. bright 
patches of luminous matter. and dark patches of matte1 
dimming or even obscuring the light from stars lying 
behir~d them. 

Among the-e other objects are little fuzz) blobfc of 
luminous matter called nebulae--or, more precisel!. 
exira-galactic nebulae. for the improvement in our oh- 
wrsing ini-truinents and methods within the century ha-> 
enabled us to identify these tiny dim patches as. them- 

mat- >ekes gieat coHertions of stars and other luminou.. 
ter, comparable in every way with our own galaxy, but 
lying far  without its borders. The most conspicuous. and 
one of the very nearest of these. is the Great hebula in 
the coni-tcllation Andromeda. which we now place at a 
distance of well m e r  a million light-years from us. This 

the previously held figure of seven hundred thousand 
light-years to nearly twice that, largely through the re- 
marches of W-alter Raade of the Mount Wilson and 
Palomar Observatories. 

I will refrain from going into the intricate processes 
b j  which the astronomer a l i g n s  these distances-the 
extension of our terrestrial distance scale to the Moon 
and Sun. thence to the nearer stars. and then by succes- 
sive steps to Andromeda and the other nebulae. It is 
enough here to indicate that the first two steps are a 
juite straightformaid application of geometry to celes- 
tial mechanics. and that the guiding principle of the later 
steps is that given two objects known (01 suspected) to 
be of the same intrinsic brightness, that one which ii- 
further away will appear to us less bright than the other 
by a factor which varies inversely with the square of 
its distance from us. 

To  return to the world of nebulae. it is estimated from 
the numbei which show up on plates taken with the 
great telescopes. that there are. within the range of the 
200-inch Mount Palomar reflector. almost a million 
million nebulae. and that these nebulae are more or less 
uniformly distributed throughout a sphere whose radius 
is two billion light-years. 

The typical nebula of this great collection contains as 
much luminous matter as ten thoiisand million of our 
S u n s ~ a n d  could harbor. in addition, as much or more 
dark matter in the form of gas. dust. or dead stars. The 
uniformity of their distribution in apace is, however, at 
most a statistical one. as the nebulae are often found 
to aggregate in groups containing from a few to clusters 
of hundreds of members. loosely bound together by their 
mutual gravitational attraction. 

This. then. is the astronomical unkerse as we now 
conceive it to be. a grand aggregation of billions of 
nebulae. separated from each other. on the average, by 
millions of light-years. And since these nebulae are scat- 
tered pretty much at random throughout the whole of 
the visible universe. man's search for a true center has 
come lo naught-every part of this vast domain is much 
the same as any other. and so there is no privileged 
position on behalf of which such a claim could be made. 

Some observed facts 

Let us therefore give up the search for such a center, 
and go on to describe certain of the gross properties of 
the uiliverhe of nebulae as now observed. We shall then 
tr) to "explain" these observed facts by ordering them 
in terms of physical laws extrapolated from our more 
limited terrestrial or galactic experience. And if. as ap- 
pears likely to man) competent men of science. this at- 
leinut proves too great a strain on the laws- as heretofore 
formulated, we can inquire what modifications or new 
points of view can he called upon to bring order into 
our extended cosmos. 

Perhap? the n~oat striking feature of the extra-galactic 
nebulae. as we \iew them from our position within our 
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own galaxy. is that they all (with minor exceptions) 
appear to be fleeing away from us. and that the further 
away they are. the faster they are going. I say "appear" 
to be fleeing. for we have already here a good instance 
of the process of extending our ways of thinking from 
the known to the novel. 

We do know. from terrestrial experiments. that 
light from a bright source can be broken up by a spec- 
troscope into component wavelets of certain character- 

% same source istic frequencies or wave-lengths. When thi- 
is receding from us these characteristic wave-lengths are 
increased by a factor which depends sharply on the 
velocity of the source relative to us-that is. they are 
shifted to the red end of the spectrum. This is compar- 
able to the Doppler effect of sound. where the pitch of 
the whistle on a receding locomotive is lowered by the 
motion. 

Now, when light from a star or a nebula is observed 
through the spectroscope. bright lines appear which, be- 
cause of their relative positions and intensities. are 
identified as characteristic of certain of the chemical 
elements whch can be isolated here on Earth, and which 
are therefore assumed to exist in the heavenly body 
under examination. 

An expanding universe 

But in the case of the nebular light these bright lines 
are observed to be shifted toward the red end of the 
spectrum. and the inference is quite reasonably made 
that this shift is caused by the motion of the source away 
from us, as in the familiar Doppler effect just described. 
The extrapolation is the basis for the assertion that the 
nebulae are fleeing our galaxy, and that the further away 
they are-that is. the dimmer they appear-the greater 
is their velocity of recession. Roughly. the velocities thus 
inferred increase in proportion to the distance of the 
nebula from us. 

Observations with the great reflectors by Hubble and 
Humason. to whom much of the work on the velocity- 
distance relationship is due. yield Doppler shifts which 
are interpreted as due to velocities up to almost one- 
fifth the velocity of light. 4t the top end of the scale, 
then. we find objects whose velocitie~ are well over 30 
thousand miles a second. at distances approaching 700 
million light-year"! But nebulae can still be seen when 
their light is too weak to be spread out effectively into 
its component wavelets in a spectroscope: coiild we 
measure the Doppler effect in nebulae at the limit of 
our prespnf capabilities of observation. and if its rate 
of increase held up at these greater distances. we should 
expect to find nebulae receding from us at half the vel- 
ocity of lightÃ‘mor than 90 thousand miles a second! 

It is time now lo turn from an inductive amassing of 
observations. arid to set up a simplified model of the 
universe which will exhibit the same salient features 
as those observed in the actual universe. The primary 
purpose of Â¥thi exercise is to replace the practically 
unsolvable problem of predicting the motions of the 
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actual nebulae in the actual universe with a more tract- 
able problem. the solution of which may indicate the 
kind of behavior to be expected in the actual universe. 

In so doing we are guided by an assumption, called 
by some the Cosmological Principle. that the model is 
spatially uniform-that is. that the ideal nebulae are 
distributed uniformly ihroughout space in such a way 
that the world-view obtained by an observer on one of 
them will not depend either on his position in space or 
on the direction in which he is looking. The inferred 
motion of the nebulae away from us is reflected in the 
model by assigning to each ideal nebula that velocity 
which corresponds to its distance away from us. in ac- 
cordance with the smoothed-out velocity-distance rela- 
lionship described a short time ago. 

The future and  the past 

A little reflection-aided perhaps by pencil and 
paper-will convince you that this assignment of vel- 
ocities in no way singles us out as a unique center of 
this Expanding Universe; an observer on any other 
nebula would find that all the nebulae, including ours, 
appear to be receding radially from him in accordance 
with exactly the same velocity-distance relationship as 
applies to our own observations. The Cosmological 
Principle is thus valid for observations of motions. as 
well as of the positions. of nebulae in this model Ex- 
panding Universe. 

How. then. will this expanding model behave-what 
is its future. and what its past? If we ignore for the 
moment interactions between the nebulae. we would 
predict that each pair will continue to move apart at the 
same rate as at present. and that they have been so 
moving ever since the beginning of time. This would 
imply that about three and one-half billion years ago 
all of the nebulae must have been hunched together 
within a quite small region of space. and suggests that 
they are now flying apart with the velocities acquired in 
some great primeval explosion. 

And here we run into our first hint of possible trouble 
with the model, for the geologists tell us that the Earth 
itself must be some three or four billion year" old. This 
near coincidrnce is by no means fatal to the model, for 
it may well be that the Earth itself is Come minor by- 
product of the initial cataclysm. Nevertheless. the time 
scale "uggested by this first view is uncornfortahly short. 
and alerts us to the danger of winding up with a model 
universe whew age i~ less than that of one of its minor 
inhabitant". the Earth! 

The detailed investigation of the behavior of  the 
rnodel must he based on sornr theorv of the interaction 
of matter in the large. The theorv which is in hect accord 
with our previous experience is Einstein's Gpneral 
Theory of Relativity, whose field equation'- are designed 
to account for the gravitational attraction between mas- 
w e  bodies. But these equation" further imply that the 
geometrical properties of space depend upon its physical 
content-and I have '-0 far  tacitl? a~snmed that the space 
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i n  which the nebulae are imbedded is the flat, infinitely 
extended theatre of events with which we are all familiar 
from our early study of Euclidean geometry. 

This opens up a new range of possibilities for our 
model, for although the uniformity of distribution of the 
ideal nebulae will induce a corresponding uniformity of 
the space, this space need by no means' be the fiat Euclid- 
ean one. It could indeed be a closed space. the three- 
dimensional analogue of an ordinary spherical ~ur jacc .  
whose total volume is finite, and whose straight lines 
return into themselves as in the case of great circles on 
the surface of a sphere. In this case. we would truly have 
d finite. hut unboundt~d universe. contaiiiing but a finite 
number of nebulae. 

In contrast with the flat E;uclidean space, such a space 
is said to have a positive curvature, which can be ex- 
pressed in terms of a so-called radius of curvature, a 
significant distance analagous to the radius of the sphere 
in the two-dimensional example. Here the motion of the 
nehulae is reflected in the fact that the radius of curva- 
ture would vary in time in just the same ratio as the 
distance between any two of the nebulae-and a com- 
plete knowledge of the velocity-distance relationship 
would enable us to deduce the dependence of the radius 
on time. Still a third possibility is open to us-the uni- 
verse could be an infinitely extended space of negative 
curvature. one which is harder to visualize. but which 
is again characterized b y  a radiu5 of curvature whose 
change in time is proportional to the motion of the 
nebulae. 

Relativistic Cosmology 

Relativistic Cosmology, the study of the behavior of 
our model uniterse under Einstein's gravitational field 
equations. traces the mutual relationships between den- 
sity and motion of nebulae on the one hand. and the 
curvature of space on the other. Lnfortunately. the oh- 
servations presently available to us do not suffice to 
single out one of the possible solutions ah uniquely rep- 
resenting our actual unherse. Some possibilities can be 
thrown out ab leading to too short a time since the initial 
explosion, but among those which lemain are several 
which quite adequately reflect \+hat we now know foi 
certain concerning the nebulae. 

We can confidently look forward to futuie ohserva- 
tion? yielding the data required to narrow down our 
c h o i c e o r  perchance to show that none of the relati- 
vistic modeL is adequate to portray reality. It doe? ap- 
pear. however. that accordingto this line of  though^ we 
may expect the universe to continue. and even to accel- 
erate. its> expansion. The distant nebulae \MI1 then 
eventually escape from our causal universe (i.e.. that 
part of the univers-c that has any  effect on 1131. and we 
!-hall be left with only a few nearby companion-.. with 
whom we are caught in our mutual gravitational at- 
traction. 

The ghost? of our erstwhile Universe of hehulae may 
still be present in the form of a dim infra-red light. 
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drained by the Doppler effect clear out of the visible 
spectrum, but quite probably undetectable by any who 
may remain to see. But long .before this tlie Sun will have 
burned up its atomic fuel, and the Torch of Learning 
will perhaps have been passed to. or kindled anew by, 
life on another Earth revolving about another Sun. 

Is there. then, no Psfdp! from these grim conclusions? 
We have been led to them by an insistence on extending 
our knowledge of the near and familiar to the distant 
and novel. And even here we have allowed an untested 
element to creep into the prows;.. For anlong the terms 
contained in the relativistic field of equations is one which 
implies a force tending to drive the nebulae apart, a term 
introduced by Ein-itein in 1918 in his initial attack on 
the cosmological problenl-a term which has no observ- 
able consequences for nearby objects. and which has 
since bt'rii repudiated by its author. We surely cannot. 
in good conscience. leave the subject without probing 
some of the various alternativt~s which have been pro- 
posed-even though. as in the case of the cosn~ological 
term. there is no more immediate evidence of their 
validity. 

Avenues of escape 

The first avenue of escape which appears to one ih 
that possibly the reddening of light from the nebulae 
is due to some unknown small influence on it duiing its 
tremendous journey to us. rather than to a Doppler effect 
caused b j  a motion of the source. Then. the nebulae may 
remain indefinitely where they are. and the degradation 
of the universe is one of frittering away of light rather 
than of loss of matter through escape. Such is indeed a , 
possible out. but good scientific methodology demands 
that before we accept it some better p i c t u r e a n d  pre- 
feiablj ~ o i w  more direct confirmation- of the process 
be advanced. 

Yet another. and even more revolutionary, possibility 
is that somewhere in the universe matter is being 
created out of nothing to replace that lost in the vanish- 
ing nebulae. Such proposals have been made. by Hoyle 
and liy Bondi and Gold in England. and by Jordan in 
Germany. The) differ among theniselves in method and 
in detail, but all would have the effect of creating new 
nebular matter-whether by the gradual accretion of 
newly created gaseous matter. or by the sudden and spec- 
tacular flaring up of super-novae. thore fantastic "new 
stars" which are observed to occur ever) century or so 
in the nearer nebulae. Such piopo'a1-i would compel us 
lo give up one of our most ~er~aciously held general prin- 
ciples. that of the con-er\ation of matter and energy. 

These are hut two of the more proniising alternatives 
lo the picture painted h j  Relathisti(% Cosmology. Which 
of these views of the universe. if any. will prevail is a 
question for the future to decide. Ofthis we can. however. 
be bure-the advancing front of science will always root 
out more questions than it can anslver at the time. and 
the problem of the Universe of the Nebulae will be no 
exception to this fundamentally healthy state of affairs. 
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by RICHARD H. JAHNS 

T H E  P U R C H A S E  0 A  G E M  S T O N E  
- Or What To Do Until the Appraiser Arrives 

AVF, W EVER had an uneacy feeling about that H aquamarine yo11 picked I I ~  so inexpensively in 
Mexico -or the one that the heady-cve& serape-shrouded 
character a s ~ u r e d  you was "just off the boat" from 
Brazil ? 

O r  perhaps you were tempted into a hasty purchase. 
while in the antipodes as  a tourist o r  serviceman. by the 
sparkle of a flawless ' " ru t ) \ '  o r  "diamond" set i n  an irn- 
pressive background of rapid-fire chatter from the 
vendor. 

More likely. though. you recall your visit to  the 
jewelry store to select that diamond ring, and how the 
happiness of the occasion was tinctured a bit with your 
confusion over the variety of stones (and prices) flashed 
before you on the showca-e. You probably decided that 

buying a new automobile was a comparatively simple 
matter! 

O u r  social customs and standard"- of living being what 
they are. most people in this country either buy or re- 
ceive a s  a gift a t  least one gem stone during the course 
of their l ives  and the national a te rage  is said to repre- 
sent slightly more than two purchases per adult person. 
Most of these purrhases a re  made through established 
jeweler"-. generally by i n d i ~ i d u a l s  who a re  aware of their 
ultimate dependence upon the seller's word for  the iden- 
tity, quality, and intrinsic value of a given gem stone. 
Fortunately, most jewelers recognize and accept the re- 
qponsibilitiec implicit in this relationship. whether o r  not 
they a r e  personally qualified to make accurate appraisals 
of  their merchandise. Those who a re  not so qualified 
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What makes a gem valuable? How can you tell the real thing from 
a piece of glass? An expert answers some basic questions about gems. 

ordinarily rely upon the judgment of expert gemologists 
operating as brokers or agents at the wholesale level. 
The appraisal of gem stones is a tricky .business. h w -  
ever. and the most experienced brokers have been kno\vn 
to muff one now and then. 

Any alert person is attracted. often compellingly so. 
by what appears to be an unusually good bargain. even 
though he may be urged to commit himself before he 
can determine the real value of the article in question. 
In transactions that involve gem stones, the "good deal.. 
usually is built around some form of cozenage or out- 
right fraud. mild in degree only if the victim is lucky. 
Thus the purchaser who obtains a stone outside an es- 
tablished jewelry store. whether it be through a friend. 
from a stranger on the street. or  at an auction. is strictly 
on his own unless he has the benefit of expert and trust- 
worthy advice. 

Even within the trade there are operators who may 
subordinate their scruples in favor of expanded profits 
on "quickie d e a l s .  and who seem to take special delight 
in attempting to swindle one another. Though shunned 
by Better Business Bureaus and all reputable dealers. 
they seem to make a reasonahlj comfortable living. 
Typifying their level of ethics is the story. probablj 
dpocrjphal but undoubtedly containing elements of 
truth. of two diamond brokers in hew York City. One 

of then] al)l~roached the othei saying. "If you will st,]] 
me a 5-carat diamond at a bottom price. 111 raffle it off 
among the dealers in town at twenty dollar;; a chance. 
and 1-11 cut you in for ten percent of the f ) ro f i t .  T11it. 
l)rof)osition seemed attractive enough. and the se(*o11(1 
broker acceded to the arrangement. The temptation to 

gull his colleague v>a~ too great to resist. however. and 
he slyly substituted for the diamond that had been 
agreed upon a white sapphire of excellent qualitj but 
vastly lesser value. 

4s  time went by. this second broker heard rumors 
that interest in the raffle was high. and finally that the 
stone had been won hy a third broker. He grew mildly 
apprehensive as he considered the reactions and reprisals 
that might follow identification of the stone. either by 
his associate or  by the winner. and lie studiously avoid- 
ed contact with both of them. One daj .  tliough. he came 
face to face with the first broker. who greeted him with 
surprising warmth and commented upon the succest- 
of the raffle. After a few moments his curiosity overcame 
his caution. and he remarked. "Say. that rcalh wasn't a 
diamond I sold you!" 

"Yes, I know." was thv rejoindei. "You made a neat 
sw h ch.'" 

'Then you're not sore about it?.' 
'ho. not particularlj ..' 

"Hilt what about the fellow who won it?.. 
"Oh. h i m .  was the prompt reply. "Why should he 

complain? 1 refunded his twenty dollars!'. 
Although the purelj negative aspects of gem purchas- 

ing are ttorthj of strong emphasis. more positive fac- 
tors also should be considered by the buyer who wishes 
t u  obtain maximum value for his money. Several of 
these relate to the physical properties of the various 
gem materials. others to the preparation of these ma- 
terials. and still others to long-established methods of 
merchandising that are peculiar to the gem trade. Some 
can be evaluated by any intelligent purchaser. others 
only Ly experts. but all of them relate to major prob- 
lems about which the purchaser should at least be pre- 
pared to ask penetrating questions. These problems call 
best be compared with those involved in a more "nor- 
m a l *  type of purrhase. aaj  of a new automobile. 

The prospective buyer. in looking through the show- 
room window at the 1955 Ossel Eight. can be confident 
that this automobile is indeed an Ossel Eight. and not a 
Deep Six 01 some other make. He cannot have such con- 
fidence if he is shopping for a gem stone. especially if 
he deals with a seller of unknown or questionable repu- 
tation. Even with a perfectly honest merchant. he faces 
a complex terminology of well-established gem namei- 
along with trade names that range in flavor from mean- 
ingless to misleading. Some gem names. like diamond 
and zircon. are precise in meaning because they are 
identical with the names of the minerals themselves. but 
other popular gem names either are different from the 
corresponding mineral names or are applied to different 
varieties of given minerals. Thus peridot is the mineral 
olivine. ruby and saj~phire are varieties of corundum. 
and emerald. aquamarine. and morganite are varieties 
of the mineral beryl. The most common gem materials 
dud their corresponding mineral names are listed in 
the table on page 16. 

Even more confusing are special gem names that 
plainly are intended to deceive the unwary purchaser. 
They generally resemble the names of valuable gem 
stones. and are applied to *tones of lesser intrinsic 
worth. Thus red varieties of garnet. a relatively corn- 
rnon gem mineral. have been sold as "American ruby;" 
and green varieties of the same mineral have been sold 
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THE MOST COMMON GEM MATERIALS 

?em name Color 

ifamond* Colorless, blue-white, yellow, 
brown, red, green, blue 

h b y *  Red, pink 
opphire* Colorless, blue, pink, violet, 

green, yellow 

merald * Green 
iquamorine* Blue, blue-green 
ieliodor' Yellow 
Aorganite* Pink 

ilexandrite' Green in daylight, reddish by 
artificial light 

chrysolite" Yellowish green 

Umandite* Deep red 
(carbuncle) 

)emantoid* Green 
iessonite* Yellow, green, brown 
y rope '  Red 
thodolite* Rose pink to purple 
Popazolite * Yellow 

\methyst* Pole violet to purple 
Aventurine Yellow, brown, red, green 
Cot's eye Gray, green, brown 
Citrine* Yellow 
?ock crystal * Colorless 
tose quartz' Pink 
Smoky quartz* Smoky gray, brown 
riger's eye Red, brown, blue 

Agate Gray, red, brown 
Bloodstone Dark green with red blotches 
Carnelian Red 
Chalcedony Gray, white 
Jasper Yellow, red, brown, green, gray 
Onyx Colored layers 
Sardonyx Red and white layers 

Coral Red, block, white 
Mexican onyx Colored layers 
Peorl White, pink, yellow, green, 

blue, brown, red, purple, 
black 

Alabaster White 

Moonstone White 

Aventurine Green 

Amazonstone Green 

Hematite Black 

Jade White to green 

lapis lazuli Blue 

Opal White, yellow, red, blue, 
green, gray, block 

Peridot * Green 

Spinel' Pink, red, yellow, purple, 
blue, green 

Topaz" Yellow, red, blue, green, 
colorless 

Tourmaline* Yellow, red, blue, green, 
brown, pink, colorless 

Turquoise Green, blue 

Zircon * Yeliow, orange, red, brown, 
green, blue, colorless 

Mineral Index of 
Name refraction? 

Diamond 

I Corundum 

t Beryl 

I Chrysoberyl 

I Garnet 

Quartz 

Quartz, 
extremely 
fine grained 
(crypto- 
crystalline) 

Calcite or 
aragonite, 
with or 
without 
impurities 

Gypsum 

Feldspar 
(orthoclase 

o r  sodic 
plagioclase) 

Feldspar 
(microcline) 

Hematite 

Nephrite or 
odei te 

lazurite 

Opal  

Olivine 

Spinel 

Topaz 

Tourmaline 

Turquoise 

Zircon 

Chemical 
composition 

c 

Also 

Be Al  Si,O,n 

BeAhOi 

(Ca,Mg,Fe,Mn 
(AI,Fe,Cr) 

Si,012 

SiO. 

SiO, 

CaCO 

CaSOi2H20 

K Al  Si,O, 
Na Al  Si 0% 

K AI Si,O, 

Fe20. 

Co (Mg,Fe) Zii,Oi 
Na A l  SizOt 

NaiSsSi .A1 iOi2 

Si02.nHt0 

(Mg,Fe) ;SiOe 

(Mg,Fe) AI.0, 

AI_ (F,OH) 2SiO4 

Complex 
borosilicate 

Hydrous copper 
aluminum 
phosphate 

ZrSiO. 

* Stones ordinarily used in  transparent or nearly transparent form 

t The value of the maximum index is given for minerals that ore optically anisotropic ond henci 
hove more than one index of refraction. 

as "Uralian emerald.'' Similar- 
ly. "Balas ruby" is a name 
commonly applied to red 
spinel. a gem stone that is 
very attractive in its own right 
but scarcely commands the 
price of a true ruby. Modify- 
ing terms. especially those 
with a geographic connotation. 
should arouse suspicion in the 
mind of the purchaser, as a 
glance at t h ~  table on page 17 
will indicate. The same caution 
is appropriate for coined trade 
name's like "alexandrine." 
"rubicelle." and "sapphirine," 
which closely resemble valid 
gem or mineral names but are 
given to other, less valuable 
materials. 

Attempts are being made in 
the jewelry trade to standard- 
ize the use of gem names. but 
much remains to be ac- 
complished. Most unfortunate 
among the still-current decep- 
tions is the widespread sale of 
yellow quartz for topaz. under 
names such as "Bohemian 
topaz," " B r a z i l i a n  topaz.'' 
C C  Jewelers topaz." "Spanish to- 
paz.=' or. worst of all.   to pa^.'^ 
Probably more than four-fifths 
of the "topazM now in the 
hands of ultimate users of 
jewelry actually is quartz. 
This particular deception is 
rather serious, in part because 
the yellow color of much gem 
quartz is obtained by artificial 
heat treatment. and in larger 
part because true topaz (the 
L C  precious topaz"' of the jewel- 
lers' trade) yields much more 
brilliant and attractive stones 
than does quartz. 

The intelligent buyer, in 
comparing the Ossel Eight 
with other makes of automo- 
biles. undoubtedly considers 
the materials of which it is 
made, the over-all appearance 
and quality of the final pro- 
duct, and i t s  probable perform- 
ance under the conditions of 
anticipated use. Similar consid- 
erations should be applied to 
the purchase of any properly 
identified gem stone. What are 



its fundamental characteristics? l a  it sufficiently La1 d 
and tough to be durable? Are its brilliance and color per- 
manent? Does it contain tiny inclusions, "feathers," or 
other imperfections that lessen its real ~ o r t h ?  And does 
its particular combination of properties have maximum 
appeal for the intended user? Finall), perhaps, will it 
constitute a good investment or is its, value likely to 
depreciate in response to market conditions or broad 
changes in fashion? In these respects the wide variety 
of available gem atones is. very much to the buyer's ad- 
\antage, afc he generally can find at least one type of 
gem that fits the specifications niost desirable to him. 

MISLEADING NAMES COMMONLY 
APPLIED TO MATERIALS SOLD AS GEMS 

Applied name 
African emerald 
African jade 
Alaska diamond 
Alexandrine 

Alpine diamond 
American ruby 
Arabian diamond 
Arizona ruby 
Arkansas diamond 
Australian ruby 
Bolas ruby 
Black diamond 
Bohemian diamond 
Bohemian ruby 
Bohemian topaz 
Brazilian diamond 
Brazilian emerald 
Brazilian peridot 
Brazilian ruby 
Brazilian sapphire 
Brazilian topaz 
Brighton emerald 
California moonstone 
Ceylon opal 
Dauphine diamond 
Electric emerald 
Evening emerald 
Garnet jade 
Gold topaz 
Herkimer diamond 
Indian jade 
Indian topaz 
Jewelers topaz 
King topaz 
Madeira topaz 
Mexican jade 
Matera diamond 
Occidental diamond 
Oriental alabaster 
Oriental amethyst 
Oriental aquamarine 
Oriental emerald 
Oriental peridot 
Pqridot of Ceylon 
Pomegranate ruby 
Quartz topaz 
Rhine diamond 
Rubicelle 
Sapphirine 
Scientific emerald 
Scientific sapphire 
Siberian chrysolite 
Siberian ruby 
South African jade 
Spanish topaz 
Spinel ruby 
Spinel sapphire 
Tasmanian diamond 
Uralian emerald 
Uralian emeraid 
White emerald 

Identity of material 
Green fluorite or tourmaline 
Green garnet 
Quartz 
Synthetic "alexandriteS'= 

synthetic corundum or  spinel 
Pyrite 
Red garnet 
Synthetic corundum 
Red garnet 
Quartz 
Red garnet 
Red spinel 
Hematite 
Qunrtz 
Rose quartx 
Yellow quartz 
Quartz o r  zircon 
Green tourmaline 
Green tourmaline 
Pink topaz 
Blue tourmaline or  topaz 
Yellow quartz , 
Green glass 
Chalcedony 
Feldspar (moonstone) 
Quartz 
Green glass 
Green olivine 
Green garnet 
Yellow quartz 
Quartz 
Green quartz 
Yellow quartz 
Yellow quartz 
Yellow quartz or corundum 
Yellow quartz 
Zircon 
Dyed calcite 
Quartz 
Calcite 
Pink corundum 
Blue corundum 
Green corundum 
Green corundum 
Green tourmaline 
Pink o r  red spinel 
Yellow quartz 
Beryl 
Pink o r  red spinel 
Spinel, quartz, or glass 
Green glass 
Blue glass 
Green garnet 
Pink o r  red tourmaline 
Green garnet 
Yellow quartz 
Pink o r  red spinel 
Blue spinel 
Topoz 
Green garnet 
Blue tourmaline 
Beryl 

RELATIVE HARDNESS OF SELECTED GEM MATERIALS 
Relative 

hardness Hardness rank 
Material value* on Mohs' scale 

Gypsum 3 2 2 
Calcite 75-1 30 3 
Flint glass';' 480 - 
High-alumina glass! 550 - 
Orthoclase 560 6 
Quartz 700-900 7 
Topaz 1050-1 250 8 
SpinelT 1 100-1 250 - 
Corundum"! 1700-2200 9 
Diamond 8000-8500 10 

t Synthetic material 
* Determined mainly through measurements, by several 

different investigators, of indentations made b y  a 
Â¥diamon blade. Most of the variations in  hardness 
values for a single mineral species reflect actual 
differences in  hardness for different crystallographic 
directions. 

Many gem minerals differ markedly from one another 
in hardness. as shown for several species in the table 
above. The hardest minerals. like diamond, corundum. 
chrysoberyl, spinel, topaz, and some varieties of garnet. 
beryl. and zircon. can be cut into faceted stones that take 
an excellent and lasting polish. These gem minerals lie 
above quartz on the old Mohs' scale of hardness rank, 
and retain their polish despite daily contact with fabrics, 
the dust and grit in the air. and a number of additional 
materials that contain tiny particles of quartz or other 
abrasive substances. 

The softer gem minerals, like jade. lazurite. olivine, 
opal, quartz, tourmaline, turquoise. and some garnet. 
beryl, and zircon, commonly become dull with daily 
wear unless they are handled very carefully. Relative 
softness also is one of the chief disadvantages of glasses 
that are used as gems. Loss of polish and sparkle 
through wear is most objectionable in facet-cut stones. 
whose faces become pitted and whose edges become 
ragged or rounded. These softer stones should not he 
worn continuously if they are set in rings, although they 
are wholly satisfactory for pendants. brooches, and 
necklaces. 

Some gem stones are easily chipped when they are 
knocked sharply against another object. as a dish, table, 
or wash basin. This commonly is due to intrinsic brit- 
tleness of the mineral, as in some varieties of zircon and 
beryl. or to the presence of one or more directions of 
ready cleavage, as in topaz and some varieties of olivine. 
Brittleness also can be caused by strains set up during 
cutting and polishing of the gem. or, more commonly. 
by heat treatment that may be given the stone in order 
to in~prove its color. Many quartz. topaz, and zircon 
gems have been heat-treated, and should be examined 
very carefully under a lens for indications of potential 
fracturing or shattering. 

Color is an important property of all gem stones, and 
is by far  the most desirable feature of many. Almost 
any color can be found among the gem minerals. and 
several individual species occur in a wide range of colors 
a s  in the table on p. 16). The desirability of a given 
color i* largely a matter of individual preference. and 
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only for diamond. sapphire, ruby. and a few other high- 
priced gems are there firmly established correlations be- 
tween color and value. Such gems ordinarily are graded 
by experts before they reach the showcases of the 
jewelry store. 

Fortunately, the natural color of most gem stones is 
essentially permanent, and the purchaser need only 
concern himself with such features as hue, tone. in- 
tensity, and evenness of color. A few minerals, however. 
are known to lose a part of their color over long periods 
of time. Kunzite, a rare gern variety of the lithium- 
bearing mineral spodumerie. is valued mainly for its 
transparency and beautiful lilac to purple color. but 
its color fades appreciably during years of exposure to 
sunlight. Gem varieties of opal, a mineral that contains 
considerable amounts of water. feature attractive plays 
of color caused by interference of light along minute 
cracks and other internal inhomogeneities. Some of the 
contained water generally is lost, with an attendant loss 
in "fire" of the opal, between the time when the material 
is mined and the time when it is sold. To forestall this 
partial desiccation. which often is accompanied by 
cracking. many dealers immerse their opal gems in 
water or protect them with films of oil. The purchaser 
must be to adopt similar protective measures. 
especially if the stone is to be kept in a region of dry 
climate. or, better, he should attempt to obtain an opal 
that already has lost its loosely contained water and 
is of high quality despite this loss. 

Artificial coloring 

Some gern materials. notably agate and other extreme- 
ly fine-grained varieties of quartz, are colored artificially 
by immersion in various solutions. with or without sub- 
sequent heat treatment. Heat treatment alone is com- 
monly used to change the color of quartz from smoky 

or amethyst to yellow. ot topaz fiom yellow to pink. of 
beryl from green to blue. of corundum from yellow to 
colorless. and of tourmaline from dark blue to green. 
Many colorless gems. obtained by heating reddish or 
brownish zircon. have been sold under names that em- 
phasize their resemblance to diamond, and all of the 
attractive blue zircon that has been marketed for about 
25 years owes its color to heat treatment. Some gem 
s ~ o  ies, like amethyst and ruby. may be heat-treated in 
order to smooth out irregularities in the distribution of 
t'ieir original color. The purchaser should be aware of 
these practices, which all too commonly decrease the 
r echanical strength of gem stones. 

Exposure to X-rays, radium emanations. or certain 
other types of radiation causes color changes in many 
gem minerals. Thus diamond may become green, and 
colorless quartz may become brown or smoky gray. 
Some of the new colors appear to be essentially per- 
manent, but many are short-lived. Stories thus treated 
have not appeared on the gem market in significant num- 
hers to date. 

Liveliness 

The brilliance and sparkle, or general "liveliness," 
shown by facet-cut gem stones are related fundamentally 
to their indices of refraction. Reflection and refraction 
of light at an interface between substances of different 
optical density are such well-known phenomena that they 
scarcely require detailed treatment here, but it is worth 
noting that in faceted gems the effects of light refracted 
into the "tones are more important than the effects of 
light reflected directly back from their surfaces. Maxi- 
mum brilliance is obtained when the maximum percent- 
.ige of the light entering a stone through its upper facets 
is totally reflected from its lower facets and ultimately 
emerges in upward directions. as shown in the drawing 
at the top of this page. 

Leakage of light 

For all practical styles of cuts, the downward or 
lateral ^leakage" of light from a given stone can be held 
to a minimum i f  the index of refraction of the mineral 
is high and the critical angle hence is low. because total 
reflection then takes place within the stone for light 
rays incident upon the lower facets over a wide range 
of angles as shown on page 19. Thus diamond. zircon. 
and other minerals with high indices of refraction are 
distinguished by their sparkle and brilliance. whereas 
minerals with low indices of refraction, like quartz and 
beryl. perforce derive their value more from other 
properties. 

Many gem minerals are optically anisotropic, and 
hence show double refraction. This complicates the paths 
of light transmitted through them, but ordinarily has 
little effect on their brilliance. Notable effects. how- 
ever. are shown by minerals that have markedly different 
indices of refraction for frequencies of light correspond- 
ing to different parts of the visible spectrum (as above). 
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These mincials. which include diamond. zircon, and 
some varieties of ganiet. art; said to ha\e  ptiong disper- 
sion. and wlien facet-rut the) &how the shilling flashes 
of color known as lire. This feature. incidentdlly, is quite 
different in origin from the play of colors that chcuac-ter- 
izes opal. 

Cut stones 

In his c~it icdl  examination of the Ossel Eight, the 
buyer prol~dblj  gives some thought to its geiierdl style. 
l a  it fundamentally dtlrdcti've? And is it well adapted to 
tht, other features of tliis, j.iar~icular autoinohilc? The 
hame questions might well be a&ed during the e~ainii ia-  
tioil of a geiri stone- eien though just siich questions 
hale  been anticipated in tlie preparation of most gems. 
Thus rioii-traiis~)art~iit minerdls general!) are cut en 
cabochoit, with -1nooth1y rounded and polished surfaces 
that erriphasize rolor. play of colors, sheen, special mark- 
irips. or other attrcu:the features. (~aboclion cuts also aie 
used for b td i  rapphire. star ru1)j. or other aateriateci 
genie. Traiisparent gems. in contrast. are cut and pol- 
ished into faceted stonefa. vliich have a 1)leasiii.g form 
and also emphasize the claritj,  color. brilliance. or othei 
favorable characteristics of these mirieials. The facets 
on any well-cut >tone are qrnmetricdlly disposed and 
oriented. and corresponding facets are of correspoiiding 
shape and equal size. They are nicel) polished, and the 
edges between facets a r r  sharp anrl straight. 

(;em stone? are faceted in many different styles. riiost 
widespread arrioiig which is ihe brilliant rut (page 20) .  
r 7 I his cut ha: been pop~da i  since it was firs1 i~ilrodnced 
more than 250 years ago. largely because it is ro 
effective in showing up brilliance and fire iii transparent 
;ern?. The standard brilliant cut comprise? 58 facets. 
including a large top facet. known as the table. and a 
tinj bottom facet that ir termed the culet. Common 
modifications, of this cut ha te  60. 74. or 82 facetr. 
and specid) styles indy be distinguished f ly  more than a 

hundred facets. The upper part of a brilliant-cut stone 
is termed the bezel or clown, arid the loner part the 
hack or p~i\ilioii; there two parts meet dlong a sharp 
circumferential edge known as the girdle. 

Correct proportioning 

If a @nun brilliant-cut $tone is to shov, maximum 
y a i k l e  dud tile, i \ b  facets obviously must be oriented 
iii such a tvaj that the greatest possible amount of light 
is totally reflected upward within the pavilion. Correct 
proportioning of the atone is ~ i t a l  for gems like the 
diamond. nmcli of -whose value depends upon its "lileli- 
ties:." Man) diamonds are cut too deep oi too flat in 
order to reduce wastage from the original pieces of 
rough rriateiial. Although this practice is economically 
:oimd. it does not jield genis of top quality. If  either 
the crown or [lie pavilion of the stone is too thick with 
respect to its diameter at  the girdle, light is lost h y  re- 
fraction tlirough the paiilion facets and the stone appears 
sometthat glass) and dark. 

Undesirable leakage of light also takes place if either 
the crown or the paillion ifa too thin or shallow with 
]expect to the girdle dianieter. and such a stone is so 
lifeless that it is said to have a "fish-eye" or "tapioca" 
appearance. 

Loss of brillianre also characterizes atones that have 
properly oriented facets. but whose crowns are too thin 
and vihose tables a ie  thua unduly large. Although rela- 
tively "dead", these stones geiierally appear to be larger 
than the! really are. and the term "swindled" is widely 
and aptly applied t u  them. They are likely LO attract the 
eager Liner who senses a "good bargain." 

The brilliant cut is often used to &ow off unevenly 
colored gems. '-ucli as amethyst. rub). and sapphire. to 
the Lest possible advantage. If the darkest part of the 
stone lies immediately abme  the culet. the entire stone 
appears to Le more deeply colored than it actually is. 
The relatively pale upper part of such a stone is easily 



recognized if it is viewed from the side. or in a direction 
parallel to the table. Other types of ruts. generally 
square or rectangular in plan (shown below I are 
widely used for stones with uniformly-distributed color 
and relatively low indices of refraction. like aquamarine. 
ernelaid. and topaz During recent years they also have 
been popular for the more brilliant stones. including di;i- 
mond. Emerald. step. baguette. square. and a large mini- 

tier of special cuts vary considerably in their propor- 
tions. which may emphasize brilliance. lightness or dark- 
r t -  of color. economy of the original rough material. 
or other factors. 

Of vital interest to the prospective purchaser are the 
so-called manufactured gems. which include synthetic. 
imitation. cornpo-ite. and heat-treated or otherwise arti- 
ficially colored stones. For all practical purpose-!. well- 
made synthetic gems have the same properties as the 
correspondingnatural gerns. but they have considerably 
lesser intrinsic value'. Excellent synthetic sapphire, ruby. 
and spinel have been on the market for almost two dec- 
ades. and during more recent years emerald, star ruby. 
and star sapphire have been manufactured on a rommer- 
rial basis. 

The latest addition to the ranks of synthetic gems is 
rutile. TiO.. which is marketed under the name "Titariia.m. 
Ft is extremelv pale to deep yellow. has great brilliance. 
and is nit into very attractive stones. Synthetic cornn- 
durn and spinel that appear grayish green in  daylight 
and purplish or red in artificial light have been sold in 
large quantities as "synthetic alexandrite" and even as 
'alexandrite.  especial11 in Asia and South America. 
Thousand" of American servicemen purchased these 

stone-; during IT orld War I1 under the mistaken irripres- 
"-ion that they were "the real thing." 

De~pi te  their close resemblance lo natural stones, most 
qnthetic gem ston(,"- can be diqtinguished as such by 
'areful examination under the microscope. This is a 
problem he+t left to expert-; in  the field. More ea4ly 
recogni~ed are imitation gems. which comrrionly are 
made of special g la-~es  that are referred to as "paste.'* 
411 glass +tone- are objectionably soft. and are suitable 
only for co'-turne jenelry. Lead-bearing glasses have 
high indice-! of refraction and can he fashioned into 
sparklin";tones. but they are particularly soft and hence 
liable to rapid wear. The lower facets of some glass 
stones are silvered or backed with foil. which increases .- 
their brilliance and also their price. These "gems are 
sold under the general name '"rhinestone." 

Perhaps: the cheapest tvpe of imitation gem i s  the 
molded stone. which consists of glass or  a plastic that 
has been poured into a carefully designed mold. with 
or without sub-equent polishing of the facets on the 
solidified material. Tourist" in foreign countries seem 
to be e-pecially ~u-sceplible to the impact of the color, 
clarity. and ridiculously low prices of such stones. 

Composite or assembled stones consist of two or more 
parts that are cemented or fused together in order to 
increase their size or  improve their color. Those that 
compri'ie two or three sections of genuine material are 
known resperthely as true doublets or true triplets. 
Falie doublets. in contrast. generally comprise a crown 
or partial crown of genuine material. such as diamond. 
rub!. sapphire. or garnet. and a pavilion of colored 
slat"- or an inferior gern material. %lost false triplets 
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contain a dice of colored glass. pocket of liquid. or some 
type of colored film between two sections of harder 
material. 

Tjpiral  exar~iple;. s h o ~ t i  abo\ e. are the false vmerald 
triplet. a ""sandwich"' of green gla-:- between I w o piecea 
~ f '  colorles- b e q l .  and the false topaz tri1)lt't. in which 
a thin plate of jellow 01 pinkish glass is- placed beiwcen 
a CI-OVMI of (jiidrtz and .,I pavilion of glass. 

4 c-ornposite stone. even if iiicelj made, can be recog- 
nized as suc11 b j  imniersio~i in a liquid ~il iose index of 
refraction approximates that of the mineral the stone is 
s-upposed to represent. The cement. glass. or inferior 
gem material stands out distinctly when viewed in such 
a liquid. 

Star sapphires and star rubies hale  been simulated by 
cementing appropriately colored foils or mirrors to the 
backs of ~tonei- that coiisist of niilkj asteriated quartz. 
Further. a niilkl btone that does not show asterism 
(*ail he nidde to jield d star if the minor  is hcribed with 
fine groove;- or scratches- arranged in a tiiaoital pattern. 
It is firit~liiatr flidt mirror- or foil-hacked atone* are 
edsil'y recognized. and a m  asteriated btone wjiose back is 
"protected"' 1)) a coating of lacquer s-hould be slewed 
n ith si~~-.picion. 

mum co~iditioils. and that the} might not be fully a s  
attractive when they are worn in jewelry later on. He 
thus qualifies as a realist. 

The dealer outlines the principal features of each 
>tone. 111~ teriiallest is Hawless. perfectly cut in the 
proper form. and of the best blue-white color. The 
second stone is somewhat larger. and is  perfect in every 
ie=pect but color. It has a yellowish cast so faint that it 
i~ barelj recognizable to the buyer. eien when this stone 
ir placed alongside the other and viewed under intense 
illumination. The third stone. which is still larger, i s  
blue-white in color and also is properly cut, but i t  has a 
tin) imperfection near the culet. This flaw, the dealer 
states. will he visible only to an expert when the stone is 
worn in a ring. All three rtones are offered at the same 
price. 

The final decision 

Vihich diamond should the buyer choose? He has 
been honestly provided with the significant technical 
data for each stone- and now he must make the final 
decision. Ob\ionsl'y thin is as it should be. because only 
the buyer can know which combination of features has 
the greatest appeal for him. If he follows the dictates 
of his o\\ii feelings a1 this stage of the negotiations, he  
can make no serious inibtake. because the three stones 
almost fcurely are of equal intrinsic worth. 

After some thought. he chooses one of them. observes 
that it represents a considerable investment of money. 
and wibelj requests a final appraisal by an authorized 
expert. Ãˆ that the stone can be protected by insurance. 
An appraisal of this kind must be realistic, and will 
indicate whether the price he pa j s  is a reasonable one. 
The purchaser finally leaves with the stone. knowing that 
he has made a sound bargain. 

Are yo11 and your wife A l l  liappl with the engage- 
nieiit ring you bought on that first visit to the jewelry 
dore?  Perhap? the s-toue looks sindller than it once did, 
and perhaps it frequentlj is filmed with dust and dish- 
water grime. but at least you can bet that if it is genuine 
it will continue to be attractive long after the Ossel 
Eight has seen its last used-car lot! 

How to buy a diamond 
Let ur conclude thi- discussion I)) placing oun'ehe;- 
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I Caltech's npv f400.000 Scott Brown Gymnasium 

T H E  M 

President DuBridge presents new g y m  at 
dedication ceremony to ASCfT president 
f a n i t a s  4dams. accepting on hrhalf of 
student body.  4thletir director Hnl Miifac!- 
man is looking on. 
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Gym floor is large enough for [u'o practice basketball games to be played simultaneously on its cross courts. 

ALTECH'S IMPRESSIVE. and long-audited, athlc-tir 
cente~ opened tor  business L I ~ ,  mo11th. The Scot, 

Brown Gymnasium was dedicated OJI Jannai j 11. between 
the halves of Cdltech"? first home gaiw of basketball. 
with Long ]<each State. The Alumni Shimming Pool. 
which is also no\< in u?e. \\ill lie ofl1ria1Ij dedicated on 
Alumni Seiniiiar Daj. April 16. 

The $400.000 g~rniia?iuni. ai [lie south end of the 
J'ournament Park palking lot looks like an  ailplane 
hangar. has a 94 x 114 S t .  gjrn flooi ( large enough S o l  
tiio practice basketball games to he placed simu1taneo11~- 
ly  on its C I i J s s  rourth) with six 8-row set+ of bleachers 
folded up ~gaii ist  its north wall. and pix more along the 
south wall ; when thew arc pulled out they can ?eat close 
to 1.000 people. 

The building also coiitaijis lockel rooms. shower 
iooins. athletic ot3iet.s. a medical room atid a lecture class- 
room. 
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T H E  M O N T H .  . . CONTINUED 

1951 Sylvariii'- 4lhert Keed Â¥\iv<m of the In-;titute of the 
Aeronauatical Science-;. The award-con*i*titig of a 
certificate and $250Ã‘wa- given to Dr. \Tillikan "fur hi'- 
co i i t r ih i t ion~  to fluid mechanic$. airplane aerodynarnic~.  
and  ~M'nd tunnel technolog!. and for  re+airh leadr~rship 
arid guidarice in aeiotiautiral ~cierieps." 

Dr. Millikan. who has been tcarliirie a t  ( 'altcch -;irlce 
1928. hac been in charge of ~ i n d  tunnel testing hi re 
since 1935 and ha- been director o f  the ~ o t i t h e r n  ( ali- 
fornia ('oopcrative Wind Tiirinel :iriro it began opera- 
tion* in 1915. He i* also ch~iirrttari of the Jet Propiil-;iori 
1 ,ahoratory Boa rtl. 

Currently he i- -ervitip as chairman of the Aircraft 
and  Guided Mi-siles Panel of the \ i r  For r r  Scientific 
advisory Board. and a? a mernher of the Ballistic Re- 
search Laboratorie=' Scientifir 4rhisorv ( omrnittet,. He 
is  chairman o f  ihp Subcommittee o n  Fluid M e c h a n i r ~  
and  a member of the Committee on \erodvr~arnie* of thi 
National '\dvi*or\ ('.ornrnittee for  Xpronau~if-.  

Bruce Medal 

T HF ASTRONOMICAL SOLIF.'H of  the Pat i f i f  ha. 
awarded Dt. Walter Haade it-; Lathcriric Wolf F-Sriicc 

(;old Medal fo r  1955 for hi-; itive'-ticratioti- of the ~ i r i i c  
tural feature's and stellar content rif -.v-tern* of -star< 

Dr. Raade. a -;taff member of the VIt. Wilson and 
Palomar Observatorieq. made the p i o r ~ e e r i r i p l i s c o v c r ~  
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yourself in 
his place.. . ----- 

A \car ago he was knee-deep in textbooks, 
plugging for his B.S. Tonight he's on his 
way to Vancou\ er, or Miami, or Portland, 
Maine. Tomorrow he'll help an Alcoa cus- 
tomer make a faster ship, a stronger shovel, 
a lighter highway trailer. 

In Alcoa laboratories, plants and sales 
offices from coast-to-coast, ambitious \ oung 
Sales Development Engineers are helping 
to make aluminum more useful, in more 
ways, to more people. We need more men 
just like them to help us meet ever-growing 
demands for Alcoa Aluminum . . . Alcoa 
"know-how". 

Maybe you are already thinking about 
trading your textbooks for a poiiition in 
production supervision, industrial research 
or sales engineering. Tell us about it, give 
us an idea of your background in Chemical, 
Electrical, Mechanical, Metallurgical or 
Industrial Engineering. 

Good men go places fast with Alcoa, in 
their daily associations with leaders in the 
aluminum industry. Right now it inay be 
quicker than you think from a seat in the 
classroom to your career with Alcoa. Why 
not find out? 

Your Placement Director will be glad to 
make an appointment for you with our 
Personnel Representative. O r  just send us 
an application, yourself. 

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1825 
Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Penna. 

A L U M I N U M  COMPANY O F  A M E R I C A  

ALCOA ON TV brings the world to your armchair with "SEE IT NOW" featuring Edward R. Murrow. Tuesday evenings on most CBS-TV stations. 
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Materials and their preparation 

ion off nsulation 
an acket Compounds 

AND THEIR PREPARATION. The materials used in the diameter and from 60 to 84 inches in length. The axes of the rolls 

thoroughly blended by cutting the rubber sheet about half way 



the bottom throughVa hydraulically operated gate. 
The effectiveness of the internal mixer as compared with the mill 

for breaking down and compounding rubber is evident from a con- 
sideration of its method of operation. In addition to the difference in 
the rate of rotation of the rotors, the interrupted spiral of the blades 
produces a continuous and uniform movement of the compound 

from the middle to the ends of the rotors. The walls of the chamber 
are stationary and hence the difference in rate of movement of 
material adjacent to the rotors and the walls is great. These con- 
ditions insure that every part of the batch being mixed will come in 
contact with every other part in a relatively short time. Mixing 
requires about fifteen minutes. After mixing, the compound is dis- 
charged to the mill below from which it is removed in a form suit- 
able for feeding to the strainer. 

STRAINING. The strainer consists essentially of a mechanically 
driven screw located in a cylindrical cast iron housing. The housing 
is provided with an opening for feeding the screw and supports the 
head of the strainer. The head at the outlet end of the screw pro- 
vides a suitable support for a thirty-six mesh screen through which 
the rubber insulating compounds are forced by the screw. The 
strainer operates on the same general principle as the ordinary 
household food chopper. 

The mixed compound is fed into the strainer and forced through 
the screen. Large particles of foreign or undispersed materials are 
retained on the screen. The strained rubber compound is returned 
to a mixing mill or internal mixer where the vulcanizing agents are 
added. The complete insulating con~pound is then removed from the 
mill in sheets for immediate application to wire or for storage. 

LATEX COMPOUNDING. Compounding rubber in the form of latex 
involves the handling of rubber in the form of a liquid and, there- 
fore, requires lighter and less costly equipment than that just 
described for the compounding of plastic rubber. In addition to the 
actual preparation of the compound, it involves, for latex insulation, 
the purification of the rubber in latex form. 

Latex rubber is purified by diluting a known quantity of latex to  
approximately 33 per cent solids and heating to a temperature of 
150Â°F in a steel tank provided with a stirrer. The required amount 
of creaming agent, dissolved in water, is then added and the mixture 
stirred. The stirring is discontinued and the warm latex allowed to  
stand for about 48 hours. The rubber, being lighter than water, rises 
to the top in much the same way that cream separates from milk. 
The bottom layer, the serum containing the major portion of the 
impurities, is discarded leaving the purified rubber in the form of a 
cream in the tank. This process is repeated until rubber of the 
desired purity is obtained. 

For use in latex compounds, ordinary rubber compounding in- 
gredients are ground more finely, thoroughly protected, and wet 
with water. This is accomplished in a ball mill. A ball mill consists 
of a porcelain lined steel drum, provided with a suitable opening and 
supported with its axis horizontal in such a manner that it can be 
rotated. The cylinder is about half-filled with flint pebbles. 

Definite amounts of the various compounding ingredients, to- 
gether with the required amounts of protective agents and water, 
are then placed in the ball mill and suitably ground. Sulfur, being 
the most difficult material to grind, wet and protect, is milled for 
about three weeks. All the other ingredients require about one week. 

The required amounts of these properly protected and wet in- 
gredients are then carefully weighed and added, along with the 
stabilizers and water, to a known amount of purified rubber, in the 
form of latex. The mixture is stirred for about two hours to insure 
thorough mixing. It is then transferred through a 100 mesh strainer 
to a storage tank until applied to wire. 

Latex compounding 



Dr. Norman Davidwn. gradiinte student Car ry  Schott. and the shock tube used in their studies of w r y  funf reactions. 

H E M I S T R Y  

A progress report on Caltech reseach 

into chemical reactions which take place in 

less than a thousandth of a second 

by NORMAN R. DAVIDSON 

H E M I C U  KINETICS is the d u d )  of the rates of C chemical reactions. The qtudy is worth while fo r  
two reasons-one practical and one theoretical. The 
practical reason is that chemical reactions a re  used to 
make useful substances or  to convert chemical energ! 
into mechanical energy. Obviously such reaction? must 
proceed at a suitable rate, neither too fast nor too 'Â¥Â¥lo 
if they a r e  to be useful. The theoretical reason is that 
a n  undersanding of the nit-chani-rn of a chemical re- 
action- a picture of how the molecules actually collide 
and rearrange-ran he gained h\  measuring the re- 
action rate and its variation with the experimental con- 
d i t i o n ~ .  such a-- temperature. [)re-!-nre. o r  coricputraiiori 
o f  reactants. 

It i'- rc lat i~ely straightforward. in principle. to mea- 
~ n r c  the rates of s lo~v chemical r ~ i c  tions. One m i x e ~  the 
reactants and at a suitable time <uhje(ts the reacting 
mixture to n chemical a n a l p i s  which iridicttte- tmw much 
reaction ha'- occurrecl. Alternately on( ran measure 



includes two supersonic wind tunnels, a hyper- 
sonic wind tunnel now in the early stages of 
construction, and extensive electronics facilities 
encompassing approximately 50,000 square feet. 

Several new long-range research and develop- 
ment programs are being initiated at the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory at the present time in 
order to fulfill continuing requirements of the 
Department of Defense. Vacancies have been 
created which require top-caliber engineers in 
all of the physical sciences; these vacancies must 
be filled by men who are capable of undertak- 
ing responsible assignments that require a high 
degree of personal initiative and professional 
competence, 

Contact. Placement Office 
Campus 

or Coil: Personnel Office 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena 3, California 
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CONTINUED 

some physical property of the reacting system-for ex- 
ample. its color, electrical conductivity. or  pressure- 
which changes as the reaction takes place. In practice, 
of course. a great deal of skill and hard work i- 4 re- 
quired for a successful measurement. 

Chemical kinetics is a comfortably big subject. There 
are many slow reactions whose rates and mechanisms 
have not yet been properly studied. Why then should 
chemists set up elaborate apparatuses and go to a great 
deal of trouble to measure the rates of fast reactions? 
One reason is that some fast reactions are of consider- 
able practical importance. A high explosive. for example, 
must react and liberate hot gases extremely rapidly if it 
is to perform its destructive function properly. On the 
other hand, a propellant charge in an artillery shell or 
a rocket must burn rather rapidly so that the hot gases 
generated can propel the shell or rocket forward-but 
it must not burn so fast that it acts as a high explosive 
and blows the cannon or rocket to pieces. 

Acetylene is made by rapid heating and cooling of 
methane. If the cooling process is somewhat slower. 
carbon black is the main product. Both of these products 
are used in ton quantities in America, hut acetylene sells 
for about one dollar per pound and carbon black for 
compounding rubber sells for about ten cents a pound. 
Thus. an understanding of the factors which control the 
relative rate of acetylene formation as against carbon 
formation may be of great commercial value. 

A second reason for interest in fast reactions is theo- 
retical. 4 simple reaction such as the attack of a hydro- 
gen atom en a bromine molecule, H + Bra -̂ ' HBr + Br 
i~ very fast; it probably takes place on almost every 
collision. Part of the reason why the reaction occurs so 
readily is that the molecular rearrangement is so simple. 
The hydrogen atom comes u p  on one side of the bromine 
molecule and attaches itself to the nearest atom, simul- 
taneously ejecting the other atom. This example is typi- 
cal of a large class of reactions fiequently encountered. 
Precise knowledge of these simple molecular rearrange- 

C D E  
0 0 0 0 0  

( a )  Molecules inside cylin- 
der will be compressed 
and. heated by inward 
motion of piston. 

f b )  Piston has moved, in 
slowlv: molecult~s have 
been (ompressed into a 
smaller volume and have 
been heated. 

f c )  By rapid inward mo- 
tion o/ piston. molecules 
4 and B are compressed 
find heated before pressure 
disturbance reaches C .  D. 
and E. 

ments is necessary as a basis for a theory which w i l l  
enable us to predict what happens in more complicated 
cases. 

-t rate The two problems involved in measuring a fa: 
are: ( 1 ) to prepare the reaction system so that there is 
a zero time when the reactants are mixed but have not 
yet reacted very much, and then ( 2 )  to measure the rate 
of reaction. The standard solution to the second prob- 
lem. when one of the reactants or products absorbs visible 
or ultraviolet light, is to make rapid measurements of 
the change in light absorption by the system by means 
of a photoelectric cell and a cathode ray oscilloscope. 
This is a fast and sensitive method. 

The most obvious solution to the first problem is to 
mix the reactants as fast as possible. This is fine. In fact, 
it is the only method for some reactions. But it takes a 
certain amount of time to mix two chemicals, and, if the 
reaction occurs as fast as the mixing, all one can rnea- 
sure is the rate of mixing. 

Another general approach is to add energy, in some 
form or another. in a short period of time to a system 
which is not reacting. If this pulse of energy initiates a 
chemical reaction, the rate of this reaction can be fol- 
lowed by the method outlined above. There are several 
ways of realizing this energy pulse idea-by passing an 
electrical discharge through a gas; by shining a lot of 
light into a system in a short period of time by means 
of a high-speed flash lamp: or by heating a gas rapidly 
by compression. 

Rapid compression 

The rapid compression method is illustrated in the 
diagram at the left. The gas in the cylinder is rapidly 
compressed and heated by moving; the piston inward. 
The molecules are depicted as being stationary; they are, 
of course. actually moving quite rapidly in all directions 
and their average velocity of random motion is a mea- 
sure of the gas temperature. The inward-moving piston 
hits the gas molecules and thereby increases their velocity 
and temperature. This must be done so rapidly that the 
gas molecules are not cooled by collisions with the cooler 
walls of the cylinder. A small motion of the piston im- 
parts additional motion to molecule A. which then moves 
over and hits molecule B, which then hits C, and so on. 
The heating is transmitted from A to E at a velocity that 
is approximately the velocity of the molecules. 

If the piston is moving at a velocity considerably 
lower than this, then it does not move very far in the 
time required for its effect to be transmitted from A to 
E; the gas is being uniformly heated and compressed. 
This is depicted in ( b ) .  It is what happens in the normal 
operation of an automobile engine (with each piston 
going; at about 4000 revolutions per minute) : in the 
compression cycle preceding ignition by the spark. the 
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How a revolutionary new design was rk translated into a production reality 

So great was the departure in design of the new Bell System 
wire spring relay as compared with conventional relays that 
it posed a major undertaking tor development engineers at 
Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the 
Bell System. Indeed, it was an undertaking that called for 
new machines and new methods because none was available 
to do the job. 

Longer life, higher operating speed, lower power con- 
sumption, and lower manufacturing cost were some of the 
advantages promised by the new relay design. Engineers 
reasoned that a lower manufacturing cost could be achieved 
through greater precision in manufacture (which would cut 
adjustments) and through extensive use of automatic 
processes. 

One ot the products of this reasoning is pictured at the 
top of this page. This battery of equipment, developed by 
Western Electric product engineers, constitutes one phase 
of wire spring relay manufacture, which automatically per- 
forms several separate operations. Its function begins after 
one of the fundamental elements of the new relay has been 
fabricated. This element, known as a "comb," consists of a 
multiplicity of small diameter wires in parallel array im- 
bedded for part of their length in molded phenol plastic. 

These molded elements, of which there are two types used 
in the new relay, are delivered to this line of machine units 
in magazines. By fully automatic means they are removed 
from the magazine, carried by a reciprocating conveyor 
through each of the several processes and, when completed, 
placed into another magazine to await further assembly. 

Between the first and final magazine the automatic bat- 
tery of equipment does the following operations: clips wire 
ends, attaches palladium contacts to wire ends by means of 
percussion welding, sizes contacts, forms terminal, tension 
bends wires, fluxes and tins terminals. 

Most remarkable of all is the fact that this is a precision 
operation throughout. For example, the small block con- 

1 .  SUPPLY MAGAZINE 7. SIZE CONTACTS 
2 CLIP WIRE ENDS 8 SCRATCH BRUSH TERMINALS 
3 CONTACT TAPE SUPPLY 9. FORM TERMINALS 
4. WELD CONTACTS 10. TENSION BEND 
5. CONTACT TAPE SUPPLY 11 .  FLUX & T I N  TERMINALS 
6. DRIVE U N I T  12 FINISHED PARTS 

Single Wire Comb with Percussion Welded Contacts, 
Wire Spring Relay Designed by Bell Telephone Laboratorie; 

One type of "comb" element is .I/JOW~I ul lop while 11 coin- 
pitted wire spring relay is below. The small blocks of metal 
on the ends o f  the wires are cut from a composite tape dur- 
ing the automatic multiple percussion welding operation. 
"Contact conditions" are determined by the code of relay 
being manufactured and may vary greatly. 

tacts, which are percution welded lo the tips of wires of 
one type of "comb," must be located on the same plane 
across the twelve contact positions to within a tolerance 
of .002". 

Manufacturing plants in Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Burlington, 
Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Hoverhill and Lawrence, Mass.; Lincoln, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn. 
Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 15 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City. 
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M I C R O S E C O N D  C H E M I S T R Y  . . . comMum 

4 shock wave is formed because the rearward pressure 
steps of a targe pressure wave travel faster than the 
front one's and catch u p  with them. In this diagruwr the 
pressure steps are generated hy the inward motion of 
the piston. The magnitude of the pressure is indicated 
b y  the height of the line inside the cylinder. 

piston compresses the gasoline-air mixture in about 
0.0075 second; the piston moves at a velocity of about 
1000 centimeters per second. which is about 1/40 the 
velocity of the gas molecule: and with a compression 
ratio of 6, the gas is heated by about 3(MJÂ°C 

Suppose it is desired to heat the gas more rapidly and 
the experimenter manages to get the piston rrioving at a 
velocity comparable to or greater than that of molecules. 
Now he rriust worry about the fact that the piston moves 
an appreciable distance while the pressure and ternpera- 
ture are being transmitted from molecule A to molecule 
I' In effect. molecules A and R arp heated as much as 
they are going to be before molecules 11 and E are 
heated at all. as depicted in ( c ) .  The coinpressional 
pressure wave which travels from left to right down the 
cylinder has interesting and surprising properties which 
we now consider. 

In (a) of the diagram at the top of this page. a small 
compressional pressure wave has been generated by a 
single inward jerk of the piston. This pressure wave 
travels from left to right along the tube a t  a velocity 
which is the velocity of sound in the gas--sound Being 
a collection of such small pressure waves. This velocity 
is approximately the average velocity of the molecules, 
because the disturbance is transmitted by one molecule 
moving over and hitting the next one. etc. Obviously, this 
argument is not an exact one, so that the velocity of 
sound and the average molecular velocity are not exactly 
the same. 

In ( b )  more pressure steps have been generated b-\ 
further inward jerks of the piston. These travel along 

3 2 

the tube. purqi~irig the one. Each pressure 
step rrio\eq through pa-- which ha< bf'en heated b\ all 
the previous rornprewion~. Therefore. each step travel" 
faster than the one in front of it. and catches up with it. 
The final result. therefore. i s  a sin+ large step-shaped 
pressure nave. This is called a shock nave. 

4 '-hock wave is a wonderful nay  to heat a gas rnole- 
rule in a hurrv. Each molecule in its path is hit and 
heated as the wave mobe1- flown the tube. It take" o n l y  
a few molecular collision-' for path rnol~cule to pa- 
through the '-hock front--that i--. to go frorn the un- 
shocked. unhcated condition to the "hocked. heated con- 
dition. Therefore. at atrrto-pht-ric preqwre. where each 
molecule uridergoec about 10 '"  rollision'-; per w o n d .  it 
takes between 10 I0 and 10'' cecond to heat up a moleciile 
of a gas by passage of a shock wave. 

The only impractical feature of the rapid heating ap- 
paratus described so far is the pi-ston. To  move it at a 
velocity of 1.1 x 10' centimeters per second (2500 miles 
per hour )-which would be required to heat air from 
room temperatin to 1000rC-~ould  probably require 
that the piston be propelled by a cannon. It is practical. 
however. to push on one pas with another gas. The de- 
vice for doing this. called a shock tube. is illustrated in 
the drawing below. 

hi this diagram, a membrane M separates the tube 
i n t o  two pompartmentq. The one on the left. labelled H. 
contain-! high-prp~sure ?as to push the piston, the com- 
partmtwt S o n  the ri+f contains ea+, at a lower pressure. 
which is to he compresqed and heated. When the mern- 
hrane Vf break-; (or  is btoken hv touching a pin to i t ) ,  
Molecule \' from the high pressure side moves over and 
hits molecule 4. 4 hit- B. B hits C. and the compre~sional 
pressure wave t r a t e ! ~  down tube S. At the same time, 
R 1  pushes o n  A'. C' piishe-! o n  R' .  etc. That is. the high- 
pressure gas in H expand-; and pushes on the low-pressure 
aas in 5: i t  p l a y  the role of a pi-itort. 

I oooj 0 0 0 I I 

Schematic diagrtrn~ of a shock tube. Molecules 4 ' ,  R1. and 
C' are in the high-pressure (driving) section H .  fepa- 

rated the membrane 44. from molecules i .  B. and C 
in the /ow-prcssurc (driven) section 5. 1, is a beam of 
hht from the lamp I.-', shining through {he tube 5. on 

the photocell P. 
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Electronics Research Engineer Irving AIne records radiation 
antenna patterns on Lockheed's Radar Range. 
Twenty-two foot lastic tower in background 
minimizes grouncfreflections, approximates free space. 
Pattern integrator, high gain amplifier, square root 
amplifier and logarithmic amplifier shown in picture 
are of Lockheed design. 

Research Engineer Russell Lowe measures dynamic 
strain applied by Lockheed's 500,000 lb. 
Force Fatigue Machine on test specimen of 
integrally-stiffened Sucer Constellation skin. 

shine gives Structures The Fatigue Mai 
Department engineersa significant advantage 
in simulating effect of flight loads on a 
structure. Among other Lockheed structures 
facilities are t 
private Indust 

he only shimmy tower in 
ry and largest drop test 
..,t<r.m tower In the nnmu,. 

Jim Horn, Aerodynamics Division head, discusses results 
of high speed wind tunnel research on drag of 
straight and delta wing plan forms with Richard 
Heppe, Aerodynamics Department head (standing). 
and Aerodynamicist Ronald Richmond (seated 
right). In addition to its own tunnel, Lockheed is 
one of the principal shareholders in the Southern 
California Cooperative Wind Tunnel. It is now being 
modified for operation at  supersonic Mach numbers. 

C. H. Fish design engineer assigned 
to ~ockheed's Icing Research 
Tunnel, measures impingement 
limits of ice on C-130 wing section. 
The tunnel has a temperature 
range of -40-F. to +150Â°F and 
maximum speed of more than 
270 mph. I t  is the only icing 
research tunnel in private industry. 

Advanced fac i l i t i es  speed 
L o c k h e e d  engineer ing progress 

. 
Lockheed's unmatched research and production facilities help make 
possible diversified activities in virtually all phases of aviation, 
military and commercial. 
They enable engineers to test advanced ideas which would remain 
only a conversation topic in firms lacking Lockheed's facilities, 
They help give designers full rein to their imagination. They make 
better planes - and better careers. 
Engineering students interested in more information on Lockheed's 
advanced facilities are invited to write E. W. Des Lauriers, 
Lockheed Student Information Service, Burbank, California. 

A I R C R A F T  C O R P O R A T I O N  

B R B A N K  California 



This is the kind of problein that constantly chal- 
lenges IBM engineers. 

It  challenges their knowledge, their skill, and 
their ingenuity. It  challenges them to "throw 
away the book" and, starting from scratch, come 
up with solutions that are unorthodox-both in 
concept and execution. 

In this stimulating atmosphere, the young engi- 
neer auicklv discovers that fresh new ideas are 

1 ,  

not only in demand, but are given the chance to 
pay off in practical application. 

No doubt about it: The man with imagination, 
versatility, and enthusiasm can look forward to a 
bright and \irtually unlimited future-at IBM 1 

M.E.'s, E.E.'s, and Engineering Physicists! 
Whatever interests you most-research, develop 
ment, product design, or manufacturing-IBM 
offers jou a challenging and rewarding career! 

For a picture of IBM's Engineering Laboratories 
in action, ask your placement officer for the new 
32-page booklet, "Opportunities Unlimited." Or 
write Mr. W. M. FIoyt, Engineering Recruitment 
Office, IBM, 590 Madison A\ e ., New York 22,N.Y. 

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  B U S I N E S S  M A C H I N i E S  / 
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How to machine with high 
precision at high speeds 

This lathe is designed to machine the races of 
bearings from 4" to 8" in diameter. And it must 
deliver high precision at speeds and feeds as 
fast as carbide tools can handle. To keep the 
spindle rigid under heavy combination loads, 
it's mounted onTimken^ tapered roller bearings. 

How TIMKEN bearings maintain 
spindle rigidity 

Because Timken bearings take radial and thrust loads in any 
combination, they hold spindles in rigid alignment, insure 
precision. And full line contact between the rollers and races 
of Timken bearings provides extra load-carrying capacity, 
prevents breakdowns. 

TIMKEN - 
TRADE M A R K  REG U 5 PAT OFF 

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS 

N O T  JUST A BALL 0 N O T  JUST A ROLLER 

Want to learn more about 
bearings or job opportunities? 
Many of the engineering problems you'll face after 
graduation will involve bearing applications. For 
help in learning more about bear- 
ings write for the 270-page Gen- 
eral Information Manual on Timken 
bearings. And for  information 
about the excellent job opportuni- 
ties at the Timken Company, write 
for a copy of "This Is  Timken". 
The Timken Roller Bearing Com- 
pany, Canton 6, Ohio. 

= THE T I M K E N  TAPERED ROLLER 0=1 
BEARING TAKES RADIAL $ A N D  THRUST -0- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION + 1 
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ND CHEMISTRY . coHnHum 

With this device it is comparatively easy (that is, 
just an ordinary difficult scientific job to generate good 
shock waves. For example. with a pressure of about 1 
pound gauge of air in S. a pressure of about IS0 pounds 
of h~drogen  in H produces a 'Â¥hoc wave which travels 
through the air at a velocity of about four times the 
velocity of sound and heats the air up to 1000' C. (I t  
id  assumed here that the hydrogen does not mix with the 
air and react with it but simply pushes on it. Because of 
their low mass. hydrogen molecules have a high mole- 
cular velocity and are good pushers.) 

Photo-electric measurement 

One other feature is shown in this shock tube. There 
is a light hearn. L. that shines through the tube. As 
already described. the rate of a chemical reaction in  a 
color change can be measured by photo-electric measure- 
merit of the change in the light transmission of the sys- 
tem. An example of this sort of investigation was con- 
ducted in our laboratory by Dr. Tucker Carrington. The 
chemical reaction is 

N,0, -  ̂2 NO, 
colorless brown 

Nitrogen dioxide. NO2, is a brown gas - i t  absorbs blue 
light. Two NO_, molecules stick together to form one 
N,Of molecule. which is co1orle'-d. 4t lot* temperatures. 

Oscilloscope record of rate of reaction N 2 0 5  + 2NOJ.  
Line starting at top left is photocurrent: bottom line is 
zero photocurrent. Other horizontal lines are calibration 
marks. Downward pips on photociirrmt trace are timing 
markers 10 microseconds apart. The  first small positive 
.~igrtul is a time marker from a d d n y  circuit and is re- 
lated to the measurement of the velocity of the shock 
uat'e. The large negative spike ocrr1r.q as the shock wave 
intersects the light beam and is due to refraction o j  the 
light beam by the large refractive index gradient at the 
shock front. After this we are looking at heated gas in 
which the reaction V2U4 -̂ ' 2NOJ is occurring. As NO, 
is formed over a period of 70 to RO microseconds. light 
transmission and photoczlrr~nt decren.se. 

the stable form is NgOi. When the temperature is raided. 
the molecules are broken apart into N O L  molecules and 
the gas becomes more colored. The rate of this reaction 
has been measured by passing a shock wave through a 
gas containing NaGi (nitrogen was present as an inert 
diluent gas ) .  The shock wale heats up the Nfi which 
then dissociate* into NO2  molecule^. Depending on ihe 
temperature and nitrogen concentration. the reaction 
take's place in about 0.000010 to 0.000100 second. One 
of the measurements of the rate of thid reaction is re- 
corded below. 

4 shock wave. generated in a shock tube. can be used 
to heat up a gas either by a few degrees or by a few 
thousand degrees. It requires 1 to 3 rnicroseronds for 
such a shock wave to pass through a light beam 1 milli- 
meter thick. This method can be used to study any re- 
action which is caused by the heating by the shock wave 
and in which there is a change of color that affects the 
transmissions of the light beam, and which takes place 
in a time of from 10 microseconds to I millisecond. 

Fast high-temperature reactions 

We have been particularly interested in applying this 
technique to the study of fast high-temperature reactions. 
In intial investigations. we have chosen reactions which 
are simple both experimentally and theoretically. 

An example from the work of Mr. Doyle Rritton is 
the rate of dissociation of bromine molecules into the 
atoms, Rr., ->" 2 Br. The diatomic molecules are brown 
-they absorb blue-green light-and the atoms are color- 
less. The reaction takes place at temperatures of the 
order of 1500-2000'. 

The results show that the mechanism of the reaction 
is indicated by the equation, A + Br2 ->" A + Br + Br; 
that is. the dissociation reaction occurs when another 
gas molecule. such as the argon atom in the equation 
above. collides with a bromine rnolacule with great vigor 
and knocks it apart into atoms. These dissociation re- 
actions are models for a class of reactions that occur in 
practically important high temperature processes, such 
as combustion reactions, and therefore their study is of 
some practical significance. 

It would be particularly interesting to study the re- 
actions that occur when air is rapidly heated. These 
phenomena are of importance for understanding the 
heating problem when a hypersonic projectile goes 
through the atmosphere. At high temperature. the nitro- 
gen molecules (N2 ) and oxygen  molecule^ (0.;) will 
dissociate into atoms and will react to form NO. 

None of these atoms or molecules absorb the right 
kind of light for the methods described above to he ap- 
plicable. We are trying to think of a new idea-of a new 
technique-which will enable us to study this interest- 
ing system. 
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N 1  N E W S  
Seminar Day 

HE ALFMNI S k M I N 4 R  COMMITTEE hac a r -  T ranged an excelfent program for  Saturday. April 
16, o n  the campus. Willard E. Baier '23 is the Director- 
in-charge. with Willis R. Donahue 3 4  a s  General Chair- 
man. The program is being arranged by Chester Lind- 
say '35.  Chairman. with f r a n k  Rumb '51. Lind Daven- 
port '35, Arthur J. S c h n ~ i d e r  '12, Lvle D. S i t  '17, and 
D. W. Stillman 50. Arrangements fo r  the luncheon at  
the Student Houses and dinner at the Pasadena Elks Club 
are in  the hands of Paul  Schaffner '37. Registration will 
be supervised by Robert J. Barry '?iQ. Institute facilitiec 
for  the seminar  a r e  linder the direction of Weslev 
Herter~ctein '25. 

'Fhe speakers fo r  the daytime program. with their 
tentative subjects. will be a- follows: 

Prof. Peter Kyropoulo- Chemical Hay for  VIech- 
ical Horses 

Prof .  Dan Piper --Observat ions o n  the  
French People 

Dr. WNI. A. Baurn The Si/e of the Universe 

Prof. A.  J. Haagen-Srnit -Historical lr*es of Essen- 
tial Oils 

Prof. Lester %I. Field --Background and Dcvel- 
opulent  of Micro-  
wave Tubes 

Prof .  Henry Hellrners - Vegetation and Flood 
Control. 

Prof. John R .  Pellam-Low Temperature Re- 
search 

Mr. W ni. H. Hilderriann-Tropical Fish 

The Alumni Swimming Pool will he dedicated in the 
afternoon in a very short program followed by an exhi- 
bition. Sufficient time will he prcnided for  a lumni and 
their guests to  swim in the pool. to p la t  badminton in 
the gym. or  to have a game of tennis. 

The dinner speaker will be Dr. Robert M. Hutchins. 
President of The Fund for  the Rerniblir*. Inc.. and for- 
mer President of the [riiversity of Ghivago. Dr. Hutch- 
ins has not announced hie subject. 

H i e  final program will be published in the March 
issue of Engineering and Science and the announcement 
will be mailed to all Alumni in Southern California the 
latter part of March. S W  T H I S  D A Y .  

RESCENT 
' I M P E R I A L  N E O P R E N E  P O R T A B L E  C A B L E S  

SH-D 5000 Volt Trailing Cable 

These cables are made for services up to and including 5000 volts and are 
recommended for use where a tough, flexible cable i s  required for transmitting power 
to movable electric equipment such as shovels, dredges and cranes. They also are use- 
ful where a portable cable is  desired for temporary or emergency transmission of 
power such as during construction work. 

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO. 
TRENTON, N E W  JERSEY 
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1955-B-47 Stratojet assembly, Boeing Wichita Division 

Boeing offers engineers long-range careers 

1 hroughout its 38-\car history, Boeing 
has e o ~ ~ s i s t c n t l ~  adi anced new 
twes  of military and itmmnercial an L I  aft, 
and new methods ot This  
history of leadership has metint con- 
tinued growth for t11; companJ. It means 
cont inued opportuni t ies  lo r  13oorng 
engineers to move aheiid according to 
their ability in Rese<~ii-11, Design and 
Production. 

Today Boeing is producing the' jet 
age's outstanding bombers, the 13 52 and 
the B 47. Other Boeing projccts that 
mean continutd g i m t h  and stability in- 
clude. America's first jet transport ( the  
Boeing 707).  Research in nuclear-  

and supersonic flight. And one 
of the nation's major guided missile pro- 
grains. T h e s e  and  o ther  new-horizon 

projects aie expanding tit such a i'itc that 
Boeing now employs more engineers than 
e m  .it the peak of World War  11. 

T h e  high inherent inteiest of these 
111 o g ~  CIIYIS, ti)gther 11 ith the stimulatioi~ 
of expanding opportunities, add to the 
~ t ~ ~ b i l i t y  ot c~ircers at Boeing. One nieaii- 
uie ot stability is gnen  in this chait. 

I t  show ;) that 46"; of Boring ciigmcers 
liin e been with the coin pan^ for {i\c 
or mole ?ears; 25% h a e  bwn heie 1 0  or 
more leais, .ind 6% for 1 5  or more j ears. 
Another measure is the increasing pro- 

portion ui eiigmeeis to total employees. 
Fifteen )ears ago the figure was one to 
16. Today one out of each selen em- 
ployees is an engineer. 

Boeing promotes tram \\ ithi11 and hold-> 
regular merit re\ icws to assure individual 
recognition. Engineers are encouraged to 
take graduate studies while working and 
are reimbursed for all tuition expenses. 

Booing has openings for virtually all 
tjpes of engineers.-electrical, i th l ,  me 
chdnical, aeronautic~il dnd related fields, 
and for applied ph) si(-isti> and mathema- 
ticians with ad\ anced degrees. 

For further Boeing career information 
consult your Placement Office, or write: 

JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer - Personnel 
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash. 
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Changes in By-Laws 

HE FOJdrAO%ING CHAXGES hate  been mad? iri T the By-JJav$q of the Caltech AIumni A~sociation: 

Alumni Fund 
The 4It1mrli F I ~  %as established in 1947 hy the io in~ 

action of the All~rnni Association and The Lalifornia 
Instit~ite of Technology as an iriqtr~irnent for the coopera- 
tion of the 4qsociatir)r1 and its rnemhers i r ~  snpport of 
the Jrwtitute. 4ny- qpecific ot)jectives of the Fund are 
rnut~~ally agrec-ci upor1 by the Board of Directors and 
the admir~istration of the Jr~stitute. 

The firqt ohjectivi~ waq f11t1ds for irr~provemer~t of the 
athletic facilitieq which c~~lrninate(l iri the All~rrlrii Swim- 
ming Pool and Locker Roornq. 'rtliq effort stirn~~lated 
the Board of Tr~~cteec to rnahe f11rids availalde for the 
~onstri~ction of the Scott Rrown GI rnnasiurr~. 

The next objective Baq the establi~hrr~er~t of four four- 
vear full-tutiori wholarstiipq. This prograrri is progress- 
ing. arid with one scholarqhip riow a reality. another 
great certice %ill he rendered to the Jnctitute by the 
4111mni. 

Coordiriatior~ of the 4111rnni Fund activitieq on a long- 
term Laqiq with the heat intereqtq of the Institute, is most 
jmportar~t. P r e v i o u ~ l ~  thic has heen dor~e t q  the Board 

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT SECRETARY 
Kenneth F Russel! '29 Donald S Clark '29 
VICE-PRESIDENT TREASURER 
C V e s ~ o n  Newton 34 Georcr~ B HoIme5 '38 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
W~l 'ard  E B a ~ w  23 Ph i l~p  Cravitz '29 
Robert R B e ~ n e t t  'f5 Douglas G Kinqman '28 
Hugh C Carter 49 W~lliam F Nash Jr 38 

Ck arles P S t ~ ~ c k ! a r ~ d  A3 

ALUMNI CHAPTER OFFICERS 
NEW YORK CHAPTER: 
Vice-president G William Boutelle '48 
Bulova Watch Co , Bulova Park, Flushing 
Secretury-Treasurer Frank F Scheck '48 
Attorney, 247 Park Ave Nefl Y o ~ k  
WASHINGTON, D.C. CHAPTER: 
President Thomas S Southwick '27 
U S Weathe? Bureau Washington 25 D C 
Secretary-Treasurer Clarence A. Burmister '25 
U S C & G S , RadloSonic Laboratory Wash 25 
SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER: 
President Robert G Heitz '36 
Dow Chem~cal  Company Pxttsburq Cahfosnia 
Vice-president LOUE H Eyb '27 
P a c ~ f ~ c  Tel & Tel Co , San Francisco, Cal~fornia 
Secretary-Treasurer Harpison W. Slqworth '44 
C a l ~ f o r n ~ a  Reseavch Corp R~chmond C a l ~ f o ~ n ~ a  
CHICAGO CHAPTER: 
President Eben Vey '41 
Dept of Enginccr~nu J i l~no~s  Ins?itute of Technoloqy 
Vice-president E T Groat '77 
840 S Canal Street, C b ~ c a p  80 Ill inoi~ 
Secreiury-Treasurer L H hJobles ' l q  
%+vartmerit of Geo\oav Northw~siern U n ~ v e ~ ? i t v  
SACRAMENTO CHAPTER. 
President Mervin A Schuhart 37 
State Dlvis~on 0; H~gk,+,ays 1120 ' N ' Street 
Vice-president Luther 1 Emtman '28 
C a l l f o ~ n ~ a  Board of Equal~zation 
Secretary-Treasurer Earri5 K h l a u 7 ~  30 
Ca l l fom~a  Div-slon of Htgb #ayq Br~due Department 
SAN DIEGO CHAPTER: 
Chairman 
3040 Udal Stret-t, San Dirgo 6, Calif 
Secretary 
Consolidated Vuliee Ai-craft Corv 
Pro ram Chairman 
U 3 b? avv Ekctronics Laboratory 

M a u ~ ~ c e  B Ross ' ?A  

F ~ a n k  John Dore, IT '45 

Herman S Englander '39 

of Directors of the Association. The Board* believing 
that a permanent structure shot~ld 1)e establislied. has 
amended Article VI of the By-Law% by adding Section 
6.05 forming an Alumni Fund C o ~ ~ n c i l ~  The new section 
adopted November 23. 1954 is as fol!ows: 

The coordination of solicitation of funds from Al~imni 
for the California Inq t i t~~te  of Technology shall be the re- 
~ p o r ~ d ~ i l i t y  nf an i l t ~ m n i  F~1nr1 Louneil. The f1111ction of 
thie Lotlncil qhall he the lc~ng-range planning of the 
objective5 and operations of the A l ~ ~ r n r ~ i  Fund and the 
making of appropriate recornrnen(lation- to the Board of 
Directors of tt~f, 4-ncilition. The (ounri l   hall consist 
of the Pre4rlent and t l ~ e  Secretary of the As-ociation, 
the Director or IJirectot-q r e * ~ ~ o n ~ i b I e  for Alumni Fund 
*elicitation. arid an a l t ~ m n ~ ~ ~ - a t - l a r g e ,  :ippointed hy the 
Pre-ident of the lcwciatic~n with the a p p r o ~ a l  of the 
Board of TJirectors of thr 4?sociation. 'Fhe Presicient of 
the Ir~*titute <hall he invited to s e n e  aq a rnc%mk~er of 
thiq Council. The a111mr111c-at-large .hall wrve at the 
p leaq~~re  of the Board of  Dire<tors for a period of fixe 
yearq, 911hje(t to rer~ewal and *hall a r t  'IS chairman of 
the Allimr~i Ftir~d nt~ncil. 'rt~ie ~ ' o x ~ r i c i l  qhall meet at  
l e a ~ t  once ea( h year. 

The Preqident. Ker~rieth F. Russel1 29.  with the ap- 
proval of the Roarcl of Directors. appoir~ted Howard B. 
Lewis -23 as the al~~mrius-at-large and Chairmarl of the 
A111mni Fund (Iouncil. Howard I , e ~ i s  was itistrumental 
i n  the e-tablishment of the 411~mr1i Fund and served as 
President of the As~ociatior~ for the year 1948-39. The 
Board of Directors are prolid to havr Howard 1,ewis i r~  
this most important Alumrii activity, 

SHT RACK A N D  RELAX 

Let Calmec Manufacturing Company 
Worry About 
Your Metal Part's and Products 

We have the most modern facilities and most 
complete plant to give you the maximum of 
service, whether it is a small part, a large part, 
or a product from your ideas to the shipped article 
direct to your customers, under your name, from 
our plant. 

CALMEC MANUFACT 
Robert A. McIntyre. M S .  '38 
5825 District Blvd. Los Angdes 22* Calif. 
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FROM COW-PATHS TO CLaVERLEAFS e * .  

The narrow? twisting, rut-ridden roads of yesteryear 
are being replaced by new multi-lane, high-speed 
highways. Crossroads have been bridged and clover- 
leafed . . . hills have been leveled . . . curves lengthened. 

These changes have happened in the half century 
since the advent of the automobile. For more and 
better cars and trucks demand faster, safer roads 
and turnpikes. 

SPACE FOR SPEED. .. 
The traffic that flows over America's three-million 
mile network of roads represents the very life stream 
of our progress. Nowhere else in the world do people 
travel so far and so freely . . . nor do so many trucks 
deliver such a wide and plentiful supply of merchan- 
dise so fast and to so many places. 

AMERICA WORKS LIKE THAT. *. 

Here in America we have men who dare to dream and 
build for future needs . . . machines to move inoun- 
tains . . . materials to make roads. . . and an all-seeing, 
all-hearing, and reporting Inter-Communications 
System that acquaints every branch of science and 
engineering . . . every technical skill . . . with the 
needs and the accomplishments of every other field 
of endeavor. 

THE AMERICAN 1NTER-COM SYSTEM . . 
Complete communication is the function, the unique 

contribution of the American business press . . . a 
great group of specially edited magazines devoted to  
the specialized work areas of men who want to  
manage better, research better, sell better, buy better. 

COMMUNICATION I S  OUR BUSINESS.. . 
Many of the textbooks in which you are now study- 
ing the fundamentals of your specialty bear the 
McGraw-Hill imprint. For McGraw-Hill is the 
world's largest publisher of scientzc and technical 
works. 

After you leave school, you will want to keep 
abreast of developments in your chosen profession. 
Then one of McGraw-Hill's many business magazines 
will provide current information that will help you 
in your job. 

PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 
330 WEST 42nd STREET @ NEW YORK 36, N. 'i. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS INFORMATION 
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ALUMNI MEWS . . comliwm 

Alumni Magazine 
The 41umni Magazine. Engirmrir tg  nrzd Srifvzr~. 11nder 

the very c a p a b l ~  q~~perwiq io~~  of Dr. Richard t:, Arrn- 
qtrorlg -28 ae p~lhliqher. and Edward Hutct~ingq Jr. a* 
editor. ha< heen guided t ~ y  a Managenlent Board corisi~t- 
irtg of three rcy)rewntative< of thc 4111mni A~soriat ioi~ 
and three reprewr~tati%eq of the I r~qt i t~~te .  

The Board of Directorq has given this ho(1y an (~flicial 
 tatu us and changed itq name by ari amendmer~t to the 
Hy-Iaws of t h ~  Association. The following amenclrnerit 
waq adopted at the rri~eting of the Board on Novemt)t=r 
23. 1951: 

Article Vll Alumni Magazine 
Section 7.01-Publication. 
The chief p11k)Iication of the 4eqociaticln shall he a maga- 
zine iqsued monthly, Octot~er throl~gh f11ne. for the 
undergrarlnates, grarl~iate qtndente. and al i~mni of the 
In~ti tute.  
Section 7.02-Publishing Agent" 
The (aliforriiit 111-tit11te of T t ~ h r ~ o i o g y  i% authorized to 
act as t h ~  agent of the 4qwriatior1 with re*pect to the 
puhliration of the maga~ine.  'The In5tit11te appoints thtl 
Editor and Busine~s Vanager and ~npplieq him ~ i t h  art 
arleql~ate qtaff and a jjia(e in which to work. 
Section 7.03-Publisher. 
4r1  a l ~ ~ m n u -  <hall he aj)j)ointed fly the F're.ider~t of tlit- 
4-ociation ~ i t h  thc appro\al of the Roard of 1)irer tor< 
of the 4 ~ ~ i a t i o n  tn <er\e a% the g111!~1khe1 of the mag8 

zine. He qhdl v r \ e  eontinuo~~sly at  the pleawre of the 
Board of Director<. a t  a- Chairman of the A111rnni 
U a g a ~ i n e  Council, a r d  prolide l i a i ~ c ~ n  t~e twwn this 
(,011nci1 a r d  the Board of [lire( tor3 of the 4swciatir1r1. 
f I c  qhall *er\e 3%itho11t ealary. 
Section 7.05-Alumni Magazine Council. 
The ( oiincil %hall cori~ist of the Publihher ah Lhairrrtart. 
the President arid the Stvretary of the klumni ,45soeia- 
tion, together ni th three member- repre5enting the 
I n ~ t i t ~ l t c ,  apr~ointed hy the Presidertt of the Irictitnte. The 
Lonncil qhall cnnsicler ail matter< j~ertaining to the maga- 
zine, with qpecial ernj)hasi~ on matttbrs of broad policy. 
It shall meet at  lf>:wt once a year and make recommendti- 
tion+ to the +Board of Dire( tors of the 4wnriation for 
whatmer aetiori v e m -  achiwit~le. 
Section 7.05-Finances, 
It -hall be t h ~  roritiriued aim of thr, , 4 ~ 1 e i a t i n n  to make 
the rnagazirit~ .eif-q~~pportir~g. LIritiI this &late is reached, 
it iq exj)e( ted that thts Inqtitute will flirni~kt whatever 
acl(!ition~~l fnr~db are neceh-ary to proxidtb kuitaf~le 
-al:irit= for the <t:*ff of the rnaga/ir~e. 

Thiq amendment doe< not charlge the or~eratiori of 

qtrorig contir~ueq as the I'~11)Iisher of Ertginwrirzg and 
.'%PIIC~J and (:ttairman of the 4111nir1i 'Magazine Col~rxil. 

FROM S O  

You're looking at a kiiowatt-hour* of electricity in its 
raw state-coal. This lump of coal weighs only 12 
ounces. Not too long ago, the amount of coal required 
to produce a single kilowatt-hour of electricity was con- 
siderably larger and weighed 5 pounds. The difference 
between yesterday's 5 pounds and today's 12 ounces lies 
in improved steam technology, in better boilers-operat- 
ing at higher pressures and temperatures-to make the 
steam that spins the turbines to make electric power. 

Impressive as this progress appears, it represents only 
the current level of accomplishment in the quest for more 
and still more efficiency. Thanks to America's power en- 

gineers, continuing advances in the fields of metallurgy, 
combustion and design wiU make it possible to squeeze 
even more energy from a lump of coal. 
* A  kilowatt-hour will give you the power for, among other things,. 10 
solid hours of radio and recorded music, 14 hours of fm-coohg,  
better than 4 %  hours of refrigeration operation. 
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bâ€˜N DEPARTURES" IN Z2 : &-2 C z2 --> Z Z .d 

WHAT HATH 

MARCON1 WROUGHT? 

Of course, it was years before Mr. Marconi's wireless 
developed into radio as we know it. Then such wonders 
as the give-away program, the comedy show and the 
soap opera blossomed full-blown. 

True wonders, too, have sprung from Mr. Marconi's "new 
departure'' of 1897. And New Departure ball bearings 
have played a vital role . . . in electronic brains for 
business . . . in automation for industry . . . in radar for 

Ths amazing Skysweeper - whtch sights tracks rand -t;>cts 
down air targets with fantastic accuracyr- depsnds on New 
Departure instrument ball bearings for its internal accuracy 

defense. In fact, New Departure was a pioneer in devel- 
oping methods that could turn out ball bearings of 
ultra-high precision in the mass quantities needed for 
today's electronic marvels. 

Such leadership is one of many reasons why engineers 
pEPARTUmE 

look to New Departure for the finesf in ball bearings! ' HALL EEA~INGS 

NEW OEPARTURE* DlViSlON O F  GENERAL MOTORS*BRi.STOL, CONN. 
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P E R S O N A L S  

water engineer and -n[~erit~terrder~t of t h ~  
5,ater department at I n ~ l t ~ ~ \ o r ~ ( ! ,  ( aliforrlia. 
and ha. harl long e ~ p e r ~ e r ~ c e  in the Sari 
Franciwo Water 1)ept. 

1921 
Mcrntort W. Burnei at l~Ner-  yome of the 

q~~est ionq f i th  hopt~fully a& i r ~  our Yearrh 
for mwq. Q. Got (1 r t m  job? 1. Nol~e, 
-drrle one. \m a D e ~ ~ r e l  iatiori Sturlie- 
Engixleer with the Pacific Telephor~e asrd 
Telegraph <'ompanv in Sari F r a r ~ c i ~ ( o .  Q.  
-!rtv uddit ion~ to vour /orr~ilv? i. Yope. 
too old for that, 1)nt my =onq' ~ i \ e -  are 
doing all right, thank yon. Q .  Been rr~(~dc 
president o j  mything late]) .7 4. Yot ,in< e 
1936 when 1 wa- rhoqerr j m - i d ~ n t  of the 
f'alo 4lto Haywire Orche-tra (niar~doIirr-, 
guitar?, etc.) in  art off-gu'trd morrrerrt 
The office has been prvpetui~ted !I \  -111~ke- 

Lo* lngele- ark11 1 enturd ( d n ~ ~ n t ~ e - .  I he 
I>.i~*on- hait> two childrer~: Linne (harlt>.. 
\+!lo gradn:i terl fiorn 0crirler1t:d la-t Jnr~e,  
.~nd at the *ame time received 2 rnrn- 
mi-ion a* 2nd 1-t iri the l r ~ n y  41r Forre 
R P G C ~ T P  (he'll prot)at)Iy be 1 allecl to a1 t i \c  
ch~ty next ipri l  ) : :%rid Inel  krine, n11c1 i- 
rrldrtie(i to ;I V:I\$ J T I : ~  ' I J I ~  t1'1- trio chi1 

A Key to K & E Leadership 
Thorough knowledge and care of minutest detail 
were essential t o  t h e  designing of t h e  sturdy, ac- 
curate Para on@ Drafting Machine. Draftsmen 
prefer t h e  laragon,  because it is time-saving, 
work-sparin reliable, easy to operate, and be- 
cause they %;n9t have to treat it with kid loves. 
Thoroughness is one of the keys to ~ & ~ f e a d e r -  
ship in drafting, reproduction, surveying and 
optical tooling equipment and materials, in slide 
rules and measuring tapes. 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 
New York Hoboken, N. J. 

Chicago St" Louis Detroit 
San Francisco 10s Anaeles w Montreal 

i d l i d  I n < t r ~ ~ n r e r i t ~  cAorp. and the S[)in<o 
Spr\ire (ompan? of Belmont, ( alifornia 

1929 
1)~1(zne Roller. F'hD, joined the technical 

~taff  of the Rasnn-Ronldridge ( orporatinn 
on Fet~ruary I .  1h1ar1e had beerr wrving 
aq editor of Srienr e a i ~ d  of The Scientific 
Wortthlv for the 4 4 4 5  irt Waqhington, 
I). ( .  

1930 
Rczlp/t B. 4tkirtson. I'hI), [)rwirIent nf 

the Atkinwsi Lab~oratory. report? that the 
hrrn hac had to mote it= Photo ( hemical 
1)itiqir)n tr) larger rparterq on san ta  
Llonica Bo~~lt~varc! in HnlIy~oo(1. Ralph'c 
c osripariv. startecl almwt immt diately after 
he received  hi^ Phr). !+a= originally a lat) 
for proce.+is~g color filn~, hut noIv it rnann- 
Fa( tnreq photo ( hemical~ aln~o-t etc111- 
q i \ i % l y .  The lah haa heesi exjmlding 
- t f ~ z d i l ~ ,  and recently hrar~rhed out to 
r r 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 f a  tnrp maglletic trc orrlirig  material^. 

1934 
llfortor~ IC. Moor<?. \IS '35, has joirrerl 

1111gheq i i rrraft  a< a memher of their Re- 
sear1 h and r )e ido~~rnent  IAaf)oratorie~. Ra- 
dar 1)ixicion. Morton waq fornierly with 
the IiReqear~ h klannfacti~rir~g Company. 

1935 
fJc~ul F'. (,enochte. PhD. i= now in the 

pt~hlic utilitiec department nf the Chaw 
Vational Bank in NPN York City, 5erving 
a~ technical ad\iqor. 4 native of Belgium, 
Paul returned home immediately after 
receiving hi< PhD, to work with a ntili- 
tie< holding company that had head- 
quarter$ in Bruwel*. Later he wae a~5oci- 
ated with the Mexican Light & Power 
( ompany (1939 to 1952 I .  wrting at  va- 
rious time$ a5 awietant to the rhairmaq 
of the hoard. and qpecial awiqtant to the 
preqident. In 1952 Paul joined the Induwa 
(;orporation in N ~ N  Ynrk aq technical 
manager and a190 served a9 vice pre~ident  
of the Baltear~ Electric Corporation in 
Yew Ynrk. Earlier this year he waq re- 
tained hy the World Rank a+ power con 
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SLIDING DOWN THE WAYS at Groton, Conn., goes the USS Nautilus, 
newest and fastest member of our underseas fleet. During welding, 
Worthington heavy-duty tuining rolls rotated the hull sections. 

How the world's first atomic sub was welded 
Welding the hull of the LSS Nautilus, world's first 

atomic submarine, presented a tough problem. 
Submerged-arc automatic welding seemed to be ideal 

for the job. Question was-could you rotate the hull 
sections of the Nautilus to take advantage of this fast, 
high-quality welding method? 

Worthington's answer to General Dynamics Corpo- 
ration's Electric Boat Division, builder of the Nautilus, 
was the largest turning roll ever built. 

The result? Welding of the Nautilus hull was accom- 
dished in record-breaking time - and cost less than 
originally estimated. Unchanged, the Worthington roll 

set-up is also being used in the construction of the 
nation's second atomic sub, the USS Sea Wolf. 

Turning rolls for submarines aren't all that Worth- 
ington makes. The long list of Worthington-designed, 
Worthington-built equipment includes air conditioning 
units, construction machinery, compressors, Diesel en- 
gines, steam power equipment and, of course, pumps 
of all kinds. For the complete story of how you can f i t  
into the Worthington picture, write F. F. Thompson, 
Manager, Personnel and Train~ng, Worthington Cor- 
poration, Harrison, New Jersey. You may be glad 
you did. 

4.25 B 

See the Worthington representative when he visits your campus 
See the Worthington 
Corporation exhibit in 
New York City. A lively, 
informative display of 
product developments 
for industry, business and 
the home. park Avenue 
and 40th Street. 

When you're thinking of a good job-think high-think Worthington 
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION . COMPRESSORS . CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT . ENGINES . DEAERATORS INDUSTRIAL MIXERS 

LIQUID METERS . MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION = PUMPS * STEAM CONDENSERS - STEAM-JET EJECTORS - STEAM TURBINES . WELDING POSITIONERS 
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' . . . CONTINUED 

u l t a n t  on a two-month mi--ion to ( eylon 
Loi i i~  T. Radar. MS. PhD '38, k gem 

era1 niariager of General Electric's Spec- 
ialty Control Department. Louis started 
with GE eten before receiling his PbD 
from Te(h.  and with the exreption of a 

tho-year &tint (1915.1917) a- head of the  
Electrical Engineering Department at  t h ~  
Illinoii- 1'1'-titute of Tethnology. ht h.v 
w e n  with them e le r  kinre. ~ e n i r i g  in A 

superikory c apac ity in xariou* engineering 
department'.. The  ^perialtv f ontrol De 
partrnent i'- curreritly in the prore- of 
heing rnoied from Schnectady. N.V. to 
Waynf-horo. Virginia, and in a fen 
months Loui. expert- to he -ettled per- 
uianentl% at  the nen location. 

1936 
(T iilfred E. %anson i< s e n i n g  a- vice 

pre4der1t and general manager of the 
Roberta Coo+trnction Company o f  Lincoln. 
Nebraska. Wally report'- that this i~ a 
general contrading firm engaged in h e a ~  
con-truetion and highway construction. 
operating in -ete'-al surrounding -'late<. 

1939 
indrew I .  Huntton wa'- elected - . k t  

pruidt>rit of  the \ lngele- (haptet of 

the National Elec trical Contriietor-- AÂ¥- 
wtiat ion at  " recent meeting. 

1941 
i lbe r t  P. Petrai th .  MS. has joined 

Huglies Re-earth and  Det&~prmnt  Lab  
oratories a t  CnHer City as  a member of 
their Guided Missile Dnicion. 

1942 
Joseph Franzini, MS 't.1. CE '14, ih now 

ha( k at  Stanford [Tniwr~ity as assistant 
Profe-or of Civil Engineering after ha l ing  
been away for 13 month'- with a severe 
cake of peripheral r1eiiriti'-. indnred by 
inse( ti1 i d <  poi-oning. Joe and hi*- wife now 
h a x  four r hildreri -two boy< arid two 

Ministry of Oefen-e at Delhi India, a- 
Joint Dire[ tor of Technical Development 
and Production ( a i r ) .  In addition, he is 
.enirig as  \ i ( t  president of the Veto- 
nautical Sor~iety of India. 

1943 
S illinin Snvdrr. MS '46. report-- from 

Palo Mto.  "I'm &till a bachelor. still 
ttriting a PhD thenib at  Stanford. now 
%orking with the Detroit ( on6rol'- Research 
D i ~ i ~ i o r i  in  Redwood ( i t * .  Still have the 

Wings 
were strictly 

for the birds 

A generation ago, about everyone thought that airplane wings 
should be rigid to be safe. Not so today. Designers of today's high 
speed planes have found that safety hinged on wing deflection. 

To insure unrestricted control systems on wings that bend, 
Fafnir developed a standard series of Self-Aligning Torque 
Tube Type Ball Bearings which provide friction-free movement, 
reduce cost and weight. By keeping in step with aircraft progress, 

~ . B S  ~,,~,i,,,, Fafnir continues to lead in the production of aircraft bearings. 
The Fafnir Bearing Company, New Britain, Conn. 

FNIR  
BALL BEARINGS 

MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA 

ancient 3 3  --loop i$hi th I .ail droiirul in 
the bay from time to time in the '-eawn. 
It ha* lot- of room for jovial (ornpaniorii. 
in r a w  any suit! happen by at  thf right 
tim~." 

1944 
F n r i q ~ ~ c  Silgcldo. MS. ii- teiu hing \ i i -  

plied Gcophysi(3 a t  the tinhercity of 
Lima in Peru. He ali-(1 liolcl. the po-ition 
nt (h ie f  of the (,cophysiral Seftion of 
the Tn-titnto Nac ional de Irne'-tiga( ion y 
Fornento Minero~ .  

1945 
Pall! Kohlha': .  %ales engineer for Fi-h- 

) a (  h & Moore, Iri(. in San Franciso.  ha*. 
i e e n  M rv a( tivr in the newly formed 
Wtstern Set tion of the VISE. He holdi. 
the offiie of prograrn (hairman and ar- 
rangemrnt- (hairrndn for 395%-55, rind 
ha* j u ~ t  been norriiriated a-s a director for 
1955 56. Paul an11 hi- ftife h m e  two (hi l -  
dren- Kerry. 7. and ( a\+.  3%. 

( hnrlf v Mehill( Dai h. MS '16. re- 
reived his F'hD in Electri(al Engineering 
from Iowa State College Vme~,  Jowa. in 
December. 

will if in^ If. Cook returned to t o n g  
Beach in September. after a wmmer  in 
Europe. He writf.2: "I wa-' -tudying photo 
grarnmetric engineering a t  the Interns 
tiorial Training Center for Aerial % v e y  
in Delft. Holland. I am p l e a 4  to report 
that I reieived the full degree of T.T.C. 
Photograrrimetri( Engineer in .Fuly. the 
first 'Vrneri~an to hold this particular ( e r -  
tificate from the Iri~titiite a t  Delft. 

"'Vtt father flew o ie r  tor the graduation. 
and during the month of \II~:LI-t we 
toured moqt of Europe by automobile, 
Msiting all the rnaior cartographic offi(e-: 
and instrument plants in these countrie-'. 
One of the more interesting qide trip-; was 
a cwingtthrough Yugoslavia and Trieste, 
during our iournev to the Gali l fo Iristrii- 
rnent ( ompany. from Vienna. 

"I retiirrifd h o n i ~  to J o n e  b a r b  on 
Septt rnher 2nd. happily in time to take 
my wife to the hospital where 0111 ~ e ( o r ~ r l  
( l a i ~ g h ~ e r  way fir) n (in 'icptt-mhcr Kith."' 

1946 
Jeronie S. Field i'- ernj~loverl by tht 

F'arkaid-Bell ( ornpany in Lo, Vngelps, a- 

Proie( t \drnini-ittator of the 'J'r(~hni(a1 
F'roduct~ Division. 

Louis K .  Ienwn finished hi- work for 
a PhD in Ni id ta r  F'hyiics a t  UCLA last 
Septernbet and t5\pe( t- to receive hi= de- 
zree in [line. He is now working for the 
Rarno-Wooldridge Corporation and l i i ing 
i n  Palo" Vercle-s, 2nd he reportt that he 
comehow rnaria~e'i to raise two boy< and 
a girl while in giaduatc school (the chil- 
dren being 5 3, and l hy now l .  

1947 
Turk Slc~ton. \fS. wae married last De- 

( emhex to Dorrainc Locken of Pasadena. 
Jack i-i an ele( tronic ieriti\t a t  the 11. 5. 
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The Torrington Needle Bearing 
is  designed for high radial loads 

The many lineal inches of contact 

provided by the larger number of 

small diameter rollers give the 

Torrington Needle Bearing an 

unusually high load rating. In 

fact, a Needle Bearing has greater 

radial capacity in relation to its 

outside diameter than any other 

type of anti-friction bearing. 

Precision Manufacture 
and Unique Design 

The exceptional load capacity of 

the Needle Bearing is the result 

of proper selection of steels, pre- 

cision workmanship to close tol- 

erances, and the application of 

modern anti-friction principles. 

The one-piece shell, which 

serves as the outer raceway and 

retains the rollers, is accurately 

drawn from carefully selected 

strip steel. After forming, it is 

carburized and hardened. There 

is no further grinding or other 

FEBRUARY, 1955 

Illustrates the fact that for a given housing lo bore size, a larger and, therefore, stiller 
shaft can be used with Needle Bearings than 
with a roller or ball bearing. 

CAPACITY CAPACITY CAPACITY 

2 Shows the greater number of  lines of  con- 
tact in the load zone of a Needle Bearing 
wmpared with a ball or roller bearing. 

operation that might destroy the 

wear-resistant raceway surfaces. 

The full complement of thru- 

hardened, precision-ground 

rollers is retained by the turned- 

in lips of the one-piece shell. 

The small cross section of the 

Needle Bearing allows a large 

shaft which permits a rigid design 

with minimum shaft deflection, a 

factor of utmost importance to 

good bearing design. 

THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 
Torrington, Conn. * South Bend 21, Ind. 

District Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities of United States and Canada 

NEEDLE * SPHERICAL ROLLER * TAPERED ROLLER CYLINDRICAL ROLLER * BALL * 



applied to the design, development 
and application o f  

AUTOMATIC RADAR DATA 

PROCESSING, TRANSMISSION 

A N D  CORRELATION IN 

LARGE G R O U N D  N E T W O R K S  

ENGINEERS 
& 

PHYSICISTS 

Digital computers similar to the successful 
Hughes airborne fire control computers 
are being applied by the Ground Systems 
Department to the information processing 
and computing functions of large ground 
radar weapons control systems. 

The application of  digital and transistor 
techniques to the problems of large ground 
radar networks has created new positions 
at all levels in the Ground Systems Depart- 
ment. Engineers and physicists with experi- 
ence in the fields listed, or with exceptional 
ability, are invited to consider joining us. 

fields include 

TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS 

DIGITAL COMPUTING NETS 

MAGNETIC DRUM AND CORE MEMORY 

LOGICAL DESIGN 

PROGRAMMING 

VERY HIGH POWER MODULATORS 

AND TRANSMITTERS 

INPUT AND OUTPUT DEVICES 

SPECIAL DISPLAYS 

MICROWAVE CIRCUITS 

Culver City, Los Angeles County, California 

Relocation of applicant mus t  not cause 
disruption of u r g f n t  mil i tary  proiect. 

P E R S O N A L S  . . . CONTINUED 

Naval Ordnance Test Station in Pasadena. 
Guy C. Omer. Jr.. PhD, has left the 

University of Chicago, where he waq an 
assistant professor of physics. to become 
Professor of Physical Science-i at the Uni- 
versity of Florida in Gainesville, Fla. 

1948 
John Raimwien. hssistant Professor of 

Chemistry at  UC, reports a third addition 
to the family-David, h r n  last March. 
John also pas-ies on the information that 
Byron Youtz. '48, i~ now Profewor of 
Physics at  the American University in 
Beirut, Lebanon. Byron and his wife have 
a daughter-their first child-five months 
old. 

Welko Gasich is now chief of the Pre- 
liminary Design Department a t  Northrop 
4irrraft in Los Angelei-. He's responsible 
for all missile and airplane development^ 
for the company. 

Carl R. Oherman received his PhD from 
Ohio State University on December 17. 

Norman E. Olson, according to word re- 
ceived from his family, was accidentally 
drowned last September 26 while on a n  
outing in Mexico with a group of co- 
workers from the Hunter-Douglas Com- 
pany of Riverside. Norman joined the 
company immediately after graduation and 
was working in the research department. 

1949 
Donald Hibhard writes: "My family 

and I were transferred from Arkansas, 
via Dallas, to Denver, Colorado, where 
Seaboard Oil Company has now establish- 
ed its Rocky Mountain Division office. 
My present assignment is a sub-surface 
and surface geologic study of the San 
Juan Basin in New Mexico and Colorado. 

"On December 22nd my wife Maritya 
presented me with a premature Christmas 
gift, a baby hoy. Mark Edward. This 
make-i # 2  for us. 

'"While we were in Dallas we had a good 
time visiting George Lyon. '47, and his 
family. George wa? capitalizing on Texas' 
hot weather and was selling (Lyon Engi- 
neering Co.) air conditioner^ by the (107- 
en-." 

1950 
.Scott Lynn. MS "51, began working for 

the Dow Chemical Company in Midland, 
Michigan, last December, as  a research 
and development engineer. Scott has just 
returned from a year in Delft, Holland, 
where he worked at the Technical Univer- 
sity. 

Donald W. Stillman, Western Divisional 
Manager for the NYLOK Corporation in 
Los Angeles, report" the birth of his third 
son, Stephen T. 

Donald Closer, PhD. spent the month of 
January here at Calteeh, where he gave 
a number of lecture- on "Bubble Cham- 
bers." After leaving Pasadena, Don moved 
on to the Brookhaven National Labora- 
tories for several months. 

1951 
Joseph M .  Denney, M S  '52, is a newly 

appointed research associate in the metal- 
lurgy department at the General Electric 
Research Laboratory in Srhenectady, N.Y. 
Joe, formerly a research engineering con- 
snltant at  the North American Aviation 
Company in Los Angeles, will receive his 
PhD from Caltech in June. 

Robert E. Cohb is located in Caracas, 
working for Socony-Vaciitirrt of Venezuela. 
Boh and his wife 4nn are very happy over 
the birth of their first child, Susan Ann. 

Kaarlo J .  Temmev, MS, is in Helsinki, 
Finland, working for the Finnish Office 
of Civil Aviation. Kaarlo and his wife 
now have three children: Laila, 4$$; Eeva, 
2 ;  and haby Jaako, 7  month^. Kaarlo fur- 
ther reports: "They made me president of 
4eronautiral Engineer- of Finland- 
'they' meaning about 30 heads. smaller 
or higger chiefs of Finnish aviation.'' 

1952 
Jame'i N. Shoolerv. PhD, staff engineer 

for Varian Associates in Palo Alto. will 
be making a trip to England in 4pri1, to 
present a paper on "Nuclear Resonance" 
at  the Faraday Society ~~~~~~~~inns at 
Cambridge. 

1953 
John C .  Behnke, Jr. was married on 

December 20 to Rachel Morgan of San 
Marino. John and his wife are now living 
in We-^twood, and they are hoth working 
for their doctorate's at UCLA. Rachel 
used to be at Laltech, doing research 
work with Dr. Frits Went in the Earhart 
Lab. 

Capt. Joseph I. Rochefort, MS. U. S. 
Army Engineer's, is now assigned to the 
G-3 (Training) Section of the Office of 
the Chief of Army Field Forces, at Fort 
Monroe, Virginia. He was previously sta- 
tioned with the Korean Military Advisory 
Group in Korea. 

1954 
James V. Pinkerton is now attending 

grad school at  the University of Illinois. 
Moses Lerner is busily pursuing an MS 

degree in mechanical engineering at Stan- 
ford. "Engineering classes here look just 
as dismal a s  a t  Tech,'" Moe writes, "but 
the campus generally offers better adorn- 
ments. I think it'll he Uncle Sam in June  
-but in the meantime. I'm happy here." 

Albert R. Pitton was recently married 
to Claudette Catherine Ardanaz of Ingle- 
wood, and they now live in Yp-ilanti, 
Michigan, where 41 works for the Ford 
Motor Company, and Uandette attends 
Michigan State formal  College. George 
H. Moore. MS '51, al'io is workins at  Ford. 
ha< a room in the came house, and hoards 
with 41 and his wife. Both fellowc are in 
the Engine Drafting Section of Ford's 
Engine Engineering Dept. and are claqsi- 
fied as Graduate Engineer Trainees. 

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 



development and production engineering. 

4 A new engineer's place on the Sandia team i s  determined initially by his 
training, experience, and talents . . . and, in a field where ingenuity and 

resourcefulness are paramount, he i s  afforded every opportunity for professional 
growth and improvement. 

electrical and mechanical engineering design and development, 
stress analysis, airborne structural design, electrical and electronic 
circuitry, systems studies, instrumentation, telemetering, electro- 
mechanical test, applied physics problems. 

4 Sandia Corporation, a subsidiary of the Western Electric Company, offers 
outstanding opportunities to graduates with Bachelor's or advanced degrees, with 

or without applicable experience. 

Sandia Corporation engineers and scientists work as a team at the basic task of 
applying to military uses certain of  the fundamental processes developed by 

nuclear physicists. This task requires original research as well as straightforward 

4 Sandia engineers design and develop complex components and systems 
that must function properly under environmental conditions that are much 

more severe than those specified for industrial purposes. They design and 
develop electronic equipment to collect and analyze test data; they build 
instruments to measure weapons effects. As part of  their work, they are 
engaged in liaison with the best production and design agencies in the 
country, and consult with many o f  the best minds in a l l  fields of science. 

4 Sandia Laboratory, operated by Sandia Corporation under contract 
with the Atomic Energy Commission, is located in Albuquerque - in 

the heart of  the healthful Southwest A modern, mile-high city o f  150,000, 
Albuquerque offers a unique combination of metropolitan facilities plus 
scenic, historic and recreational attractions - and a climate that i s  
sunny; mild, and dry the year around. New residents have little diffi- 
culty in obtaining adequate housing. 

Liberal employee benefits include paid vacations, sickness bene- 
fits, group life insurance, and a contributory retirement plan. 

Working conditions are excellent, and salaries are commensurate 
with qualifications. ^ 

A limited number of positions for Aeronautical Engineers, 
Mathematicians, and Physicists are also available. + h: PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT 

DIVISION A-1 
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To be a successful engineer, 
above all you must 

know how to  cut costs 

SIMPLE DESI 
EEL CUTS COST 

B EFORE any product design is 
accepted, the manufacturer asks, 

"Can it be built for less money?" Un- 
less your designs pass this test they 
are likely to be rejected. 

Knowing how to use welded steel 
gives you the advantage in develop- 
ing any product for lowest cost man- 
ufacture. That's because steel is three 
times stronger than gray iron, two 
and one half times as rigid, and costs 
only a third as much per pound. 
Therefore, where stiffness or rigidity 
is a factor in a design, less than half 
the material is necessary. 

Here, for example, is how one re- 
sourceful engineer put these qualities 
to work: 

Fig. 1. Traditional Con- 
struction. Machine foot- 

]e'er, 10 inches long, 
weighs 6 pounds. Cost 

'th broached keyway 
i s  $1.15. 

Fig. 2. Simple Steel Design 
Costs 41% Less. Can be 

built by the shop with 
only saw and shears. 
Weighs 2.7 pounds. 
Costs 686 complete 

with keyway. 

forming lever arm and 
as integral piece from 
0 gauge metal.Weighs 

2.5 pounds. 

Fig. 4. Saves 73% Elimi- 
nates Broaching. Hub with 

integral key i s  produced 
by stacking stampings 

in assembly. Arm i s  
10 gauge, brake 

formed and welded 
to hub. Cost is 

only 316. Weighs 
2.2 pounds. 

Back up your engineering trainin 
with latest information o n  welde 3 
steel construction. Bulletinsand hand- 
books are available to engineering 
students by writing 

Fort Collins, Colorado 

Sirs: 

1 was interested in reading the 
article in your November issue about 
the Alumni Scholar. He had a 
mighty fine high school record and 
it looks like the committee made an 
excellent choice in Timothy Harring- 
ton. 

Without wishing to detract in the 
least from Harrington's honor. I 
believe your claim that this is the 
first Alumni Scholarship to a Cal- 
tech freshman is in error. It has 
probably been so long since one was 
awarded that everyone but a few 
former recipients has forgotten. Al- 
most 30 years ago. however. 1 was 
fortunate enough to have received a 
qo-called "Alumni Prize Scholar- 
ship" that paid for tuition and books 
the freshman year. In my case. I 
might never ha\e gone to college 
without that break. There were 
others awarded in those years ( I  
remember Robley Evans, '28, now 
Professor of Physic's at MIT. re- 

ceived one in 1924) but I do not 
know when they ceased. Apparent- 
ly there was no stable fund to fin- 
ance them as the alumni are plan- 
ning now. 

Congratulations to the Alumni or- 
ganization, and to Timothy Harring- 
ton. from an Alumni Scholar of an- 
other generation. (Boy. how time 
flies! ) 

Thomas H. Evans '29 
Dean of Engineering 

Colorado Agricultural 
and Mechanical College 

In actual fact. the old Alumni 
Prize Scholarships were quite dif- 
ferent from the present Alumni 
Scholarships. The Alumni Prize 
Scholars used to be selected by the 
alumni (not by the Caltech Corn- 
mittee on Undergraduate Scholar- 
ships and Honors. as the present 
Alumni Scholars are) and the funds 
were based on a note signed by the 
donor of the scholarship. 

N o w  i s  the time t o  get the 

L I F E - L O N G  

m5TEL 
HABIT! 

Your tools of tomorrow should 
be your tools of today. When you graduate and start 
upon your own career you will find that the top 
engineers, architects and designers use CASTELL- 
either the famous wood pencil or LOCKTITE Holder 
with 9030 lead. 

CASTELL is smoother, stronger, lays down greater 
depth of graphite on the drawing. It is uniformly 
excellent in all 20 degrees, 8B to 10H. 

You study in a fine school, taught by outstanding 
professors. Does it make sense to work with inferior 
tools? Order CASTELL, world's standard of quality, 
from your College Store, stationer or art supply store. 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Cleveland 17,  Ohio 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 01 
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT 



JAN cnd Mil Spe+fico*ions ore bcsic 

guideposts for ~~~~~~oiic advcnre- 

ment, whether Lsed cs ergifrering 

reference pcinvs or cs procurement 

standards. IRC s dur.ii emphos'is on 

mass prooucticr' or-d ?xoc?'-q *es^ing 

assure5 highest pvforniunce ~ u i d o r d s  

i t  lowest possible cost. 

ON 1RC MAKES SO 

JAN AND M I L  TYPE RE 

. . . another reason why engineers prefer IRC Resistors 

56 different IRC resistors is today's figure-all equiva- 
lent to JAN or MIL specifications. Manufacturers of 
military equipment who must meet these specifications 
depend on IRC for all their resistor requirements. 
Offering the widest line of resistors in the industry- 
138 different types in all-IRC is the logical source of 
JAN and MIL type units. 

&k@#&-tfa, fiidUUt -AAAr In Canada: lnfernafional Retidance Co., Toronto, Lieenre 



C A L T E C H  G A L  N D A R  
February, 1955 

ALUMNI CALENDAR 

Apri l  16  Seminar Day 

June 8 Annual Meeting 

June 25 Annual Picnic 

FRIDAY DEMONSTRATION LECTURES 
Lecture Hall, 201 Bridge, 7:30 p.m. 

Feb. 18- March 4- 

Seorch for Uranium and Phenomena Near Absolute 

Thorium in Southern Cali- Zero- 

fornia- Dr. John R. Pellom 

Dr. D. Foster Hewett \ 

March I I- 

Feb. 25- High Speed Photographic 
Studies of Strain Waves and 

Flames ond Explosions- cavitation eubbles- 
Dr. Stanford S. Penner Dr. Albert T. Ellis 

Morch 18- 

Transistors and Other Semi- 

conductor Devices- 

Prof. Francis S. Buffington 

ATHLETIC SCHEDULE 
Varsity Basketball 

Feb. 18-Caltech at Nazorenes 

Feb. 19-Caltech at  1.0. State 

Feb. 22-Occidental at Caltech 

Feb. 25-Caltech at  Pomona 

Varsity Track 

Feb. 26-Laverne, Nazarenes, & 
Cal Poly at Caltech 

Morch 5-All Conference Relays 
at  Pomona 

March 1 I-Whittier & Caltech vs. 
Occidental at Caltech 

Varsity Baseball 

Feb. 22-Nozarenes at Caltech 

Feb. 26-Nazarenes at  Caltech 

March 5-Caltech at  Laverne 

March 9-Cal Baptist a t  Caltech 

Oil Properties Consultants, Inc. 
Complete Petroleum and Production 

Engineering Service 
Subsurface Geology Micropaleontology 

Reservoir Mechanics 
Secondary Recovery and Evaluation 

Registered Engineers 

Petroleum Engineering 
Associates, Inc. 

Complete Laboratory Service 
Core-Analysis PVT Fractional Analysis 
Florent H. Bailly, "27 Ken6 Engel, Ph.D. '33 
709 71 1 South Fair Oaks Avenue Sycamore 3-1 156 
Pasadena 2, California Ryan 1-8141 

ALLEN MACHINE & TOOL CO. 
Designers and Builders of Special Machinery and Tools 

Also General Machine Work 
13409 S. Alameda Street Compton, California 

Phones: NEvada 6-1219 - NEwmark 5-8141 

Q^mdOtt 
L A B O R A T O R Y  

1 COLOR FILM PROCESSING COLOR PRINTS . PHOTO CHEMICALS 1 
I RALPH B ATKINSON 30-7273 SANTA M O N I C A  BLVD HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF I 

DAMES & MOORE 
Trent R. Dames '33 William W. Moore '33 

Soil Mechanics Investigations 

General Offices: 816 West Fifth Street, Los Angeles 17 
Regional Offices: LoÂ Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, 
Seattle. Salt Lake ( i ty .  Chicago. New York, Atlanta. London 

1 Life Insurance Annuities Estate Planning 1 HAROLD 0. GRONDAHL 
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

I 234 E. Colorado Street Pasadena 1, Calif. 
Sycamore 2-7141 Res.: SY. 3-5514 Ryan 1-8431 

OLNEY BROTHERS 
RUG AND FURNITURE CLEANING 

ORIENTAL RUG EXPERTS 
312 N. Foothill Blvd. Pasadena 8, Calif. 

SY camore 3-0734 

1 .  OF PASADENA 

I 455 EL DORADO, PASADENA 5, CALIFORNIA I 

1 SMITH-EMERY since 1910 COMPANY 

I Chemists-Engineers 
Chemical and Physical Testing Laboratories 

I 
- 

7x1 E. Washington Blvd. Los Angeles 21, California 
Member American Council of Commercial Laboratories 

Research - Consultation - Analyses - Testing *v a I 



Alemite sets up scale models of their 
service station equipment on the customer's own floor plan-photographs them- 

and portrays the new custom-built station ready for action 

s ALESMEN don't just pull lube racks, grease pumps 
and other service station equipment out of a sain- 

pie case. They're far too big-far too bulky. Besides, 
final location and arrangement count heavily in how 
well they are going to work out. 

The Alemite Division of Stewart-Warner solves the 
problem with photography. Prospects see new service 
stationequipmentvirtuallyright in their ownpremises, 

It works this way. The salesman sends in a rough 
sketch of the space available, with windows and 
columns marked. Experts fit exact replicas of racks, 

'lifts, and other equipment to the plan, then put the 
camera to work. The customer pictures his new sta- 
tion-modern, efficient, handsome- and the sale is 
well on it5 way. It's an idea for any company with 

bulky products to sell. Photography is a great sales- 
man for any business, large or small. And it's very 
much more. It works in all kinds of ways to save time, 
cut costs, reduce error and improve production. 

Graduates in the physical sciences and in engi- 
neering find photography an increasingly valuable 
tool in their new occupations. Its expanding use 
has also created many challenging opportunities at 
Kodak, especially in the development of large-scale 
chemical processes and the design of complex pre- 
cision mechanical-electronic equipment. Whether 
you are a recent graduate or a qualified returning 
service man, if you are interested in these opportuni- 
ties, write to Business & Technical Personnel Dept., 
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y. 



JOHN B. NOLTE, Purdue University 

Training 

The Manufacturing Training Prograrn at General Electric 
is a program of basic training for manufacturing leader- 
ship, including planned rotational work assignments and 
related classroom study for outstanding young men w h o  
are interested in a career in manufacturing. It was or- 
ganized to meet the increased demand for effective manu- 
facturing leadership and technical "know how," in line 
with the expansion and development of the Company's 
operations by developing trained men to fill future key 
positions in the organization. 

Who i s  eligible for this program? 

l n  general, the Program is open to college graduates with 
degrees in  engineering and science, and a limited number 
of business administration and liberal arts graduates. We 
are looking for outstanrling young men with sound 
educational bac'Lgrounds, well-balanced personalities, 
demonstrated thinking abilities, and having the potential 
to develop toward lop level responsibility in key assigu- 
ments. 

How long i s  the program? 

The normal length of the Program is three years. 'Wign- 
ments are norrnall? 6 months in duration and provide 
experience opportunities in diversified manufacturing 
operations. Geographical moves occur at  annual intervali. 

What type of work assignments are made? 

Work assignments are provided in all phases of manu- 
facturing and related functions so that each man will 
acquire knowledge of man ufaci uring engineering. in- 
cluding rnantifarturing methods and techniques. shop 
opera tion, production control, personn~l  administration. 
labor relations, engineering activities, sales and manu- 
facturing co-ordination, and general business administra- 
tion. 

In addition to job assignments, related study courses 
n 

cover such subjects as Company organization, manufac - 
turing operations, labor and personnel relations, business 
administration, law and relation~hips between manu- 
facturing and other functions of the business. Progress 
on the job and in classroom work is carefully observed 
and reviewed periodically with each man to  assist him 
in his career. 

What happens after framing i s  completed? 

After completing the training program, graduates are 
placed in  operating departments and divisions throughout 
the Company in positions where leadership and initiative 
are needed. All placements are made in relation to the 
aptitudes, abilities, and interest5 of the graduates. 

At General Electric, manufacturing operations involve 
the administration and supervision of activities of more 
than 100,000 men and women in more than 100 plants, 
who are involved in  the making of some 200,000 different 
products. 

The wide scope of these activities. the great variety of 
products. and the diversity of manufacturing activities 
offer limitless opport,unities and exciting challenge-! to 
college graduates today. 

Manufacturing training i g  a fouridation for leadership- 
and an opportunity to build a satisfying. rewarding 
career in one of America's most irnpor~ant indn~~rifas.  

I f  you are  a graduate engineer, or  o graduate with definite 

technical inclinations that include a n  interest in the career 

possibilities in manufacturing, see your college placement 

director for the date o f  the next visit o f  the General Electric 

representative on your campus. Meanwhile, for further informa- 

tion on opportunities with General Electric write to Manufacturing 

Training Services Section, Bldg. 36, General Electric Company, 

Schenectady 5,  New York. 


